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INfRODUCTION 
Forage evaluation for utilization by ruminants can be made by 
several methods. The conventional in vivo digestibility trials, 
in vitro dry matter digestibility (IVU\.fil) methods and a nlUilber of 
chemical component analyses have been tested quite extensively in the 
last 25 years. 'Ille in vivo digestibility trial has been the tra-
- -- , 
di tional method for feed evaluation, but perfonnance of such a trial 
is costly and tediou5 and the resulting total digestible nutrients 
('ID�) or digestible energy values have been criticized as being an 
incomplete measure-of feed value. 
1here are many labo�atory feed analyses methods available today. 
1 
However, in vitro digestibility data have been shown to correlate best 
with in vivo digestibility data with some restrictions, the most 
important being inconsistent results when attempting to predict intake. 
Some of the chemical component analyses, on the other hand, may 
indicate intake to some degree but do not predict digestibility as 
well as in vitro digestion analyses. 
It has been suggested that ot.�er laboratory chemical analyses of 
-forages such as acid-detergent fiber (ADF), Crampton and :Maynard 
cellulose (OvJC), acid-detergent lignin (ADL), crude protein, neutral 
detergent fiber (NDF) or ash, alone or in combination with in vitro 
cligestibili ty data, may indicate forage quality as efficiently as 
in vivo trials. This presents the possibility of obtaining more 
intimate relationships between these chemical component analyses and 
in vivo digestibility than has so far been achieved. 
--
Investigations were conducted with these thoughts in mind to 
detennine the following specific objectives: 
1. To determine the effects of field storage on forage quality 
analyses parameters with two different large hay packaging systems. 
2. To detennine selected chemical component analyses or 
combinations of these analyses which may be used with IVIMD in order 
to obtain a better estimate of in vivo digestibility than in vitro 
data alone. 
3. To incorporate the chemical component analyses which best 
correlate with in vitro digestibility into a regression equation 
predicting IVDMD which in turn estimates in vivo digestibility data. 
2 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Progressive Trends in Forage Evaluation 
Proximate Analysis 1864-1967. Extraction of forages with alcohol, 
dilute acid and alkali, led early d1emists to believe a fraction 
containing fibrous materials represented the indigestible portion of a 
feed and they used this fraction to predict nutritive value (Hansen, 
Forbes and Carlson, 1958) . Van Soest (1967) fotmd later that in some 
cases this fiber was rrore digestible than the nitrogen-free extract (NFE) 
and that the indigestible portion of the NFE was lignin. Research 
pertaining to newer- and improved systems of forage evaluation has become 
corrnron because of the shortcomings of the Weende system of proximate 
analysis. One of the more serious shortcomings being the detenninat:ion 
of NFE by difference which included lignin in this fraction instead of 
in the crude fiber fraction. Low digestibility of fiber �e·su.tted . 
partially from extraction.of indigestible lignin (Phillips, 1940) and 
partially from digestible hemicellulose in fiber detennination (Ely 
!!. al., 1953). Norman (19 35) was one of the first to discm.mt the use 
of crude fiber as an accurate method of predicting forage quality, and · 
Crampton and Maynard (1938) reported that using crude fiber as a basis 
for estimating nutritive value was inaccurate because of the variable 
nature of this fraction. Lignin seemed to be the likely replacement for 
crude fiber because of its indigestibility (Van Soest, 1963a), but its 
complex chemical makeup presented problems in accurate detennination 
(Ellis·, Matrone and Maynard, 1946) • It becama evident that newer 
rethods must be found in which nutritive value could be estimated. 
· ·1n Vitro Fermentation·l951-1971. Pigden and Bell (1955) and 
BatDTlgardt and Hill (1956) suggested using artificial rumen teclmiques 
to evaluate the nutritive value of forages. Bawngardt and Hill (1956) 
showed that dry matter losses of forages in vitro could be indicated 
with the artificial rtunen and the nylon bag techniques. A tedmique 
described by Fina, Teresa and Bartley (1958) and modified by Fina 
et al. (1962) utilized an in vivo artificial nnnen (VIVAR) apparatus 
made of a stainless steel cylinder or a glass jar suspended in the 
rumen of a fistulated a.a�imal. 'lhis procedure equaled the one-stage 
· ·in 'vitro fennentation method for digestion of prairie hay or alfalfa 
and volatile fatty acid (VFA) production methods. This sys tern was 
still infe_r ior to the two-stage te�ique o�
--
Tilley and Terzy (1963) 
because of the lack of pepsin digestion. Meyer et al. (1971) showed 
that with a pepsin phase, VIVAR digestion was still infer ior to the 
two-stage technique. 
4 
The amount of gas produced during the fennentation of a feedstuff 
may also be an indication of the nutritive value of. that feed (Barnes, 
1965; Gray, Pilgrim and Weller, 1951). Reid et aL (1960a) reported 
that the use of gas production was beneficial in observing the rate of 
� vitro ferrrentation. However, Johnson (1963) indicated that 
inaccurate conclusions using forages were possible wi th this nethod 
because fennentation gas was not specific and was a product of a variety 
of substrates. A close correlation was fotmd by Asplund et al. (1958) 
between total VFA production in vitro and in vivo cliges tible dry matter. 
- - --
This was tmreliable in rreasuring digestibility because types of VFA's 
5 
produced from in vitro digestion instead of total VFA production must 
be considered. Studies by Packett et al. (1965) demonstrated that VFA 
production from in vitro fennentation of different forage fractions was . 
similar, but the ratio of these VFA' s fluctuated considerably. Further 
investigation in this area is required before any evaluation of the 
procedure can be made. 
Digestibility Studies by Solvent Solubility 1960-1974. Dehority 
and Johnson (196lb) initiated the use of solubility irethods. They 
reported that the percent of forage cellulose dissolved was linear 
and highly correlated to the percent of cellulose digested in the 
in vitro rurren fennentation. Dehority and Johnson (1963) estimated 
the dige�tibili ty :l!?.d. nutritive value of grasses by solubilizing tJ1e 
hay cellulose in cupriethylene diamine (CED), but inaccurate estimates 
occurred when using it with alfalfa. Dehori ty and Johnson (1964) 
Jl'k)difed this procedure to estimate digestibility as well as relative 
intake by introducing the dry matter solubility (UvJS) trethod. Using 
different combinations of CED and IA\15 irethods plus the product of 
CED x IMS, they fotmd high correlations with dry matte·r digestibility 
(IMD), energy digestibility, nutritive value index (NVI) and intake. 
Johnson and Dehori ty (196 8) fotmd relative intake and NVI more 
accurately predicted by in vitro cellulose digestibility (IVCD) x fi\iS 
or CED x DMS .  The two-stage in vitro digestion procedure most 
accurately predicted dry matter and energy digestibility. Johnson 
. � al.· (1964) fotmd IVCD values rore highly correlated with in vivo 
�asureirent for grasses, while CED, DMS or both were better for 
alfalfa and mixed forages.. Most accuracy was obtained by combining 
IVCD or CED v alues with I1\i.5. Oh, Baumgardt and Scholl (1966) studied 
solubility methods in which digestible dry matter '(DDM) data from 
conventional digestion trials with cattle and sheep were used as a 
·reference for correlation. They fotmd most satisfactory correlations 
between DMS and the two-stage in vitro digestion. 
Selected Chemical Components 1950-1974. Johnson et al. (1964) 
reported that forage nutritive value could be predicted by chemical 
analyses or IVCD and Il\ID. They indicated good correlation between 
IVCD and in vivo nu·tri ti ve value, but in the same study they showed 
th at values of in vitro an� in vivo cellulose digestibility were high 
for grasses but mud1 lower for alfalfa and mixed forages. Quickie 
� al. (1959) and Reid et al. (1960b) also found similar results. 
Sullivan (1963) discussed qther inaccuracies iri using chemical 
analyses to predict nutritive value. 
Van Soest (1963a) introduced soditnn hydroxide digestion which 
was intended to remove nitrogenous fractions from lignin. This 
failed because lignin was lost due to gelatinization and ultimate 
loss in the filtrate. Quaternary arrnnoniwn compounds were then used 
to dissolve polysaccharides, proteins and nucleic acids. A m.nnber of 
detergents were then used to dissolve forage nitrogen. Cetyl tri­
irethyl ammonitnn bromide in nomal sulfuric acid (92%) was fotmd to 
remove most of the forage nitrogen. Van Soest (1963a) folllld a high 
correlation (r = O. 86) between nitrogen disappearance and forage dry 
matter disappearance, but the solubility of protein was found to be 
6 
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inhibited by detergent tmder some conditions. Final results included 
the use of soditnn lauryl sulfate in neutral or slightly alkali.Ile 
solutions (yielding cell-wall constituents) and cetyltrimethylarmnon itnn 
bromide in strongly acid solution. These procedures gave consistent 
results in obtaining plant fiber of low nitrogen content. 1his 
provided a rapid method for the detennination of ligno-cellulose in 
feedstuffs and included s_ilica, which was shown to be closely related 
to digestibility. Hemicellulose was also detennined from the differ­
ence between cell walls and ADF. However, some protein attached to 
the cell walls was _included (Van Soest, 1965c). It was obvious that 
a major problem in chemical fractionation of plant tissues was the 
separation of protein from lignin (Sullivan, 1959; Thacker, 1954). 
It has been known for some time that lignin affects diges­
tibility and pinpointing the reason has initiated some consideration 
but little experimental �vidence. Encrustation of nutritionally 
significant materials, fonnation of lignin-carbohydrate compotlllds of 
plant cell wall material or the presence of molecular complexes due 
to hydrogen bonding or other molecular forces have all been studied 
(Dehori ty, Johnson and Conrad, 1962). 
Scales et al. (1974) and Deintnn and Van Soest (1969) agreed that 
using lignin in slID1111.ati ve equations to calculate cell wall 
cligestibili ty was not adequate because of the nonlinearity of the 
lignin and cell-wall constituent (O'/C) fractions and that a future 
predictor of in vivo digestibility which looks promising may be the 
fecal nitrogen nethod. 
Reid et al . (1950) introduced a plant chromogen pigment of 
chlorophyll and its degradation products to study digestibility and 
constnnption of pasture forage. This material, which is easily 
extracted in an aquea.s acetone mixture, can be used to measure the 
indigestibili ty of pasture forage in cattle and sheep . Lignin could 
be used as an indicator if in fact, it is indigestible . Lignin is 
digestible to some extent, depending upon the forage, so a correction 
factor for digested lignin may _pe valuable . Cook and Harris (1951) 
u5ed lignin as an indigestible indicator for range studies in Utah 
and showed the lignin tedmique to give less variability than the 
chromogen irethod. Wallace and Van Dyne (19 70) found, however, that 
inconsistencies existed with adjusted lignin ratios and suggested the 
fecal nitrogen method might give a better estimate of digestibility 
values in conventional digestibility trials. McCullough (1959) 
discussed other factors which cause variable results when using lignin 
as an indicator . 
Generally it has been shown that many teclmiques, with certain 
restrictions, are highly correlated to D�m (Baumgardt, Cason and 
Taylor, 1962a; Baumgardt and Oh, 1964; Hershberger et al . ,  1959; Reid, 
Jung and Murray, 1964) . Meyer et al. (19 71) compared three systems of 
forage evaluation whid1 seemed important in future forage q�li ty 
studies . These methods were (1) the two-stage dry matter disap­
pearance method of Tilley and Terry (1963), (2) the digested NDF 
nethod -of Van Soest and Wine (1967) and (3) the one-stage in vitro 
fermentation method similar to that described by Batungardt, Taylor and 
8 
Cason (1962b). The weight assigned to ead1 of these methods to 
accurately solve the many problems which still exist in forage 
evaluation needs to be reviewed and analyzed. 
In Vitro Cellulose Digestibility. Cellulose is the primary 
source of energy for nnninants (Reid et al., 1959a). It is utilized 
9 
by the rwni.nant through symbiotic microbial fermentation (Banies, 1965). 
In 1938, Crampton and Maynard modified the old methods of cellulose 
digestion by Cross and Bevan (1911) and Norman and Jenkins (1933) by 
using nitric and acetic acids to dissolve non-cellulose components of 
forage samples. TI1is method favored the chlorite-sulfite rrethod of 
Cross and _Bevan becaus e it contained less of the cellulosans. It 
seemed logical to include an in vitro cellulose technique as a 
criterion for forage evaluation studies; therefore, many have been 
established (Bryant and Burkey, 1953; Htmgate, 1947). Most inocultun 
or buffer-medium solutions for in vitro fennentation were made 
according to McDougall (1949) based on the analysis of sheep saliva. 
Burroughs et al. (1950b ,c, 1951), Bentley et al. (1951) and Hall, 
-- --
Baxter and Hobbs (1961) used this solution with the modification of 
adding trace minerals to increase digestion. Donefer, Crampton and 
Lloyd (1960) eliminated the need of adjusting for pH by increasing 
the buffering capacity of the solution. Bentley et al. (1954) used 
centrifugation and unwashed bacterial cells, and Wassennan et al. 
(1952) and Huthanen and Elliot (1956) used whole rumen fluid. 
IVCD showed promise as a means of evaluating nutritive quality of 
forages and as a result, comparisons between in vitro and in vivo 
cellulose digestion also became numerous. A survey of the various 
reports generally demonstrated high correlations between in vitro and 
in vivo cellulose digestibility (Barnett, 1957; Karn, Jolmson and 
Dehority, 1 964; LeFevre and Kamstra, 1960; Bowden and 01urch, 1 962; 
Clark and Mott, 1960; Quickie and Bentley, 1959)., Positive 
correlations were also fmmd between IVCD and ·in vivo digestible dry 
matter (Reid et al., 1960a). 
Many factors have been shown to influence IVCD. Therefore, its 
use as a single factor in forage evaluation has been misleading. 
Barnes et al. (1964) compared two modifications of the Crampton and 
Maynard (1938) procedure·, two adaptations of the Tilley, Deriaz and 
Terr; (1960) procedure and combi«ations cf these mt.tiods. nasults 
indicated increases in standard deviation as the time of fernentation 
increased, but because diges tibi 1i ty increased with increased time, 
the coefficient of variation decreased. Data also indicated that 
differences in methods were apparent only in the first part of 
fermentation. Lefevre and Kamstra (1960) fotmd a significant 
difference beuveen the 24-hour IVCD and in vivo coefficients but fotmd 
little difference between ci1e 48-hour in vitro and in vivo cellulose 
digestion. Differences were fotmd between bromegrass hay and alfalfa 
but not between alfalfa samples. Quickie � al. (1959) found that the 
digestibility of forage cellulose measured in vitro was related to the 
nutritive value of the forage. When IVCD was compared wi ci1 li gnin 
. (Tomlin, Johnson and Dehori ty, 1965), it was found that lignin was 
10 
linearly related to IVCD in grasses a5 they matured but did not relate 
highly to IVCD in alfalfa. 
Barnes (1967) reported considerable variability in IVCD bebveen 
laboratories due to variability in technique, and Johnson (1966) 
especially warned that a great source of error existed in inocultun 
sources and preparation. Van Dyne and Weir (1964) and Scales et al. 
(1974) noted higher variability of in vitro digestion in grazing 
donor animals than stall - fed donor animals. Lefevre and Karns tra 
(1958) and Van Dyne (1962) observed that feeding the inocula donor 
animal similar fee4 as that being evaluated maintained a higher 
correlation. Scales et al. (1974) reported that sheep inocula did 
not give as consistent results as inocula fro� c�ttle. 
El-Shazly, Dehority and Johnson (1961) showed inhibition of 
cellulose digestion via the nylon bag technique in vivo by feeding 
higher quantities of concentrates, but nitrogen supplementation in 
the fonn of urea caused cellulose digestion to appear similar to the 
all-forage ration. Very fine grinding increased IVCD but decreased 
in vivo cellulose digestibility (�linson, 1963). Since grinding is a 
physical treatment, it would appear that a physical barrier between 
cellulose, hemicellulose, pectin and �n bacteria is present. 
Grinding may serve to degrade the macromolecular structure or remove 
encrusting lignin. This "barrier" becorres more obvious as the plant 
matures. 
Rumen microorganisms produce enzymes which are responsible for 
cellulose digestion in forages. These microorganisms are dependent 
11 
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on certain nutrients to fulfill this function. Some nutrients which 
proved effective in increasing IVCD were a complex salt solution, the 
ash of alfalfa extract, autoclaved nnren liquid and an autoclaved water 
extract of manure (Burroughs et al., 1950a). Roughage digestion in 
cattle (Burroughs et al., 1950b) and in sheep (Swift, Cowan and Barron, 
1950) can be increased by mineral additions to the feed. These re­
searchers named available energy, available nitrogen and minerals as 
essentials in cellulose digestiq�. MacLead and i\1urray (1956) showed 
that certain amino acids, short chain fatty acids and certain vitamins 
stinrulated cellulose digestion. McNaught, Uven and Smith (1950) have 
shown that some meta�s stiJTU.llate utilization of nonprotein nitrogen 
in vitro, and Arias et aL (1951) increased urea utilization in vitro 
by supplerrentation of energy and protein sources. 
Packett et al. (1965) reported that hemicellulose, soluble proteins, 
soluble carbohydrates and other soluble forage components were used 
first by the nnnen population and that a high ratio of these more soluble 
materials reduced cellulose digestion. In this case; if IVCD is the sole 
predictor of nutritive value, a higher quality forage which is more 
highly solubilized may indicate a lower nutritive value. These limits 
of accuracy must be . taken into consideration along.with the fact that 
� vitro digestion trials can evaluate only the potential, and not the 
realizable value of a feed. Specific indicators such as in vitro 
fennentation may result in inaccurate results. Consequently, several 
chemical analysis measures may be ftmctional in forage evaluation. 
In Vitro Dry :Matter Digestibility. IVCD appears to neasure 
forage quality quite well , but information on the diges ti bi li ty of 
total plant constituents is not available with this method. Good 
correlations between IVD.\ID and in vivo dry matter digestibility were 
found by Tilley et al. (1960) in forages low in protein content and 
digestibility. Forages high in protein content and digestibility had 
IVDMD values 10% lower than in vivo values. Tilley and Terry (196 3) 
13 
improved on this shortcoming by using a proteolytic enzyme called 
pepsin to sinrulate protein digestion further down the digestive tract. 
1his increased the digestibility of feeds high in protein and 
digestibility. Higher correlations with pepsin were fotmd than with 
rumen fluid inoculum alone·. The pepsin s taee reduced the standard 
error and also altered the slope of the regression line. The increased 
digestibility figures obtained by using pepsin resembled those attained 
in vivo, and as a result, continuation of cellulose analysis of �1.e 
sample and residue was no longer needed. More recent methods for 
evaluating forage digestibility now available include in vitro systems 
(Van Soest, Wine and Moore, 1966; Mellenberger et al., 19 70), nylon 
bag tedmiques (Tomlin, Anderson and Harris, 196 7), swmnation equations 
(Van Soest, 196 7), lignin ratio systems (lfallace and Van Dyne, 19 70) 
and fecal nitrogen indices (Jeffery, 19 71). 
Baiiles (1965) reported that in vitro digestibilities may be 
highly correlated to in vivo digestibility; but because there was more 
deviation in in vivo results, the possibility of more variability ---
existed between these two methods. Since differences in 
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digestibilities of different forages is considerable, the in vitro 
�n fennentation procedure seems primarily important in detennining 
digestibility or even intake. Bal.ll11gardt and Oh (1965) showed that 
IVIJvID of all forage species best indicated nutritive value. 
14 
In vitro fennen ta ti on as a lab technique depends upon the accuracy 
of in vivo comparisons. Therefore, Barnes (196 8) made a collaborative 
study to test and develop a reliable in vivo method to estimate 
digestibility and voltmtary intake, to detennine variability within and 
among stations associated with these studies and to obtain samples with 
precise in vivo measurerrents for use in the development of laboratory 
nethods to be used in estimating forage quality. The study indicated 
that variabilities in sampling procedures, in analyses for chemical 
constituents and in preparation of forages for chemical analysis were 
responsible for inconsistent results in sheep experiments. Variability 
in in vivo measurements among 
·
stations resulted because of differences 
in species used in the trial, the age and heal th of the animals, the 
level of feed. intake and the manner in which feed was prepared. 
Kamstra, Ross and Ronning (19 73) fotmd a high correlation 
(r = o. 95) between in vivo and I\!Di\m of bromegrass. Asplund et al . 
(19 58) found a pooled correlation of O .  71 between in vivo and IVU\ID 
with hays _of quality and origin variations, and Reid et al. (19 59b) 
fotmd in vivo D\fil most accurately predicted from IVDMD of oven dried 
samples (r = 0 .98), although the oven and freeze dried forages had 
high in vitro digestibilities. Clark and Mott (1960) found 
discrepancies between in vitro trials made in the spring and fall with 
the sane forage. They indicated that storing the forage promoted 
changes within the forage which decreased microbial activity. Bowden 
and Omrch (1962) showed differences in in vitro digestibility of 
forages due to time deviation in harvesting. Several studies on the 
effects of maturity on digestibility have been made (Phillips et al., 
1939; Patton and Gieseker, 1942; Sullivan, 1955; Kamstra, 1955; 
Kamstra, M::>xon and Bentley, 1958; Pritchard, Folkins and Pigden, 1963; 
McMat, Kwain and Winch, 1969). The decreased digestibility due to 
maturity seemed to be related to increased lignin content. Pigden 
(1953) observed t.11at lignification was "ttl-ie most important single 
factor contributing to the curing property of forages and that the 
distribution and extent of lignification may be more important than 
the quantity of lignin present in determining nutritive value of a 
plant. 
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Heinriet�s, Troelsen and Warder (1969) fotmd no significant 
difference between IVDMD of leaves or stems in alfalfa between species. 
Hosterman and Hall (1938) used timothy at two stages of maturity and 
fotmd a steady increase in crude fiber with advancing maturity, just 
as Philli
.
ps et al. (1954) fotmd in eight different grasses and Weir, 
Jones and Meyer (1960) fmmd in alfalfa. Lloyd et al. (1961), 
Kiviinae (1960) and Kamstra et al. (1958) agreed that individual 
. d1emicai component analyses were highly correlated to nutritive value 
in forages of the srure species, but the relationship may not be valid 
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when comparing chemical component analyses of forages containing two 
or more species. These differences between species of forages do not 
apply to in vivo trials (Crampton, Dcmefer and Lloyd, 1960) or in vitro 
studies (Donefer et al. , 1960) because they tend to measure the total 
· cli.gestible energy potential of the forage and do not differentiate 
between species. 
Studies indicating close agreenent between IVDrvID and in vivo 
cligestibili ty are mnnerous (0' Shea and Wilson, 1965; Wilkins, 1966). 
1he most recent comparison of in vivo digestibility trials and indirect 
in vitro digestibility estimates was made by Scales et al. (1974). 
- - --
They described the relationship between in vivo digestibility (Y) and 
the two-stage in vitro (X)" method of Tilley and Terry (1963) as being 
Y = 10. 2 + • 79X + 2. 4 (r = 0.93). Prediction of in vivo energy 
digestibility was also accurately predicted by a modified two-stage 
nethod. The nylon bag tedmique, the lignin ratio rrethod and lignin 
detennined by the permanganate method did not accurately predict 
in vivo digestibility. The sulfuric acid lignin procedure, however, 
gave accurate estimates of in vivo digestibility (r = 0. 94). 
Several factors have been found to alter IVD�m results. Tilley 
and Terry (1963) and Barnes et al. (1964) maintained that anaerobic 
conditions must persist throughout the first phase of in vitro 
digestion. Maintaining the pH between 6. 7 and 7. 0 and the temperature 
at 39 C was also necessary (Johnson, 1966). Noller et al. (1966) 
folnl.d that drying extensively at 100 C reduced digestibility, and that 
the degree of grinding and ti1e moisture content at t11e time of grinding 
gave variable results. Finer ground forages produced higher 
digestibilities, especially in grasses (Dehority and Johnson, 1961a). 
Baumgardt and Hill (1956) found dry matter losses of 65% for ladino 
clover and 58% for alfalfa due to such factors as length of incubation 
period, buffer nutrient solution used, ratio of s\,lbstrate to inoculum, 
collection and preparation of inocula, type of roughage and losses 
when water was used as the inoculum. Baumgardt and Oh (1964) fmmd no 
difference when using a flask or beaker as the fennentation vessel. 
Generally, the factors which affect IVDMD also affect IVCD and 
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consistency in procedures for both methods is imperative if an accurate· 
in vitro system is to be maintained. 
Joshi (1972) fornrulated regression equations between in vivo ��d 
in vitro D]\ID of 32 forages and interrelationships between these two 
and the con tents of crude fiber, ADF and ADL. He fmmd the best 
correlation between IVDMD and in vivo digestibility. ADL gave highest 
correlations of the chemical component methods. ADF ·and ADL values 
COIIJ>ared similarly with in vivo digestion values but.produced higher . --- ' 
correlations when compared to IVD1'ID. Correlations between the chemical 
component analyses were significant and ADF was no better than crude 
fiber in treasuring IVD�-ID of different types of forages. 
Cllemical Component Analysis to Estimate In Vivo Digestibility. 
lhe nutritional quality of a forage generally increases as the crude 
protein content of that forage increases (Sullivan, 1963). Kjeldahl 
protein is thus indicative, to a certain degree, of forage nutritive 
Value. TI1e ruminant is not dependent on forages for its particular 
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amino acid requirements. Therefore, chemical methods for measuring 
animal digestible protein are not available, but forage protein seems 
consistent in availability for the animal. Thus , crude protein may 
have application to total nutritive value. Holter and Reid (1959) 
reported that protein digestibility increased exponentially with the 
amm.mt of crude protein in a feedstuff, but percent digestible protein 
increased rectilinearly to crude protein. Metabolic nitrogen excretion 
also correlated well to crude protein content. This suggested the 
constancy of protein digestibility with crude protein. It was shown by 
Van Soest and �:!core (1965) that the quantity of lignin in a sample does 
not affect the availability of the cellular protein or carbohydrates. 
Up to one-third of the total nitrogen may be nonprotein, with 5 to 10% 
of the total nitrogen bound to lignin in the cell wali (Van Soest, 
196Sc). 
The use of proteolytic enzymes and delignifying agents resulted in 
increased solubility of hemicellulose (Gaillard, 1962). Therefore, 
hernicellulose may be divid�d into one fraction less Iignified and 
associated 'vi.th the protein fraction and more digestible and one fraction 
associated with lignin and less digestible. Hemicellulose hydrolysis 
with separation by chromatography (Burdick and Sullivan, 1963) or cellu­
lose digestibility via solubility methods both indicated similar results, 
but these results were not adequate for estimating in vivo digestion of 
legtnne grass mixtures (Dehority and Johnson, 1963). Digestibility is 
related to cell contents and lignin in ADF which controls digestibility 
of the cell-wall constituents (Van Soest, 1965a). 
Spectroscopic inves ti gation by Balker (1963) revealed covalent 
bonds between lignin and carbohydrate in wood and sulphi te pulps . The 
point of_ attachment s eemed to qe on the hemice llulose fraction of the 
holoce l lulose .  The chemical nature of lignin varies among plant 
groups (Towers and Gibbs , 1953 ; Bondi and M�yer , 1943) , and protein 
contained in plants may affect lignin determination (Hungate , 1966) . 
Olanges in lignin compos i tion may vary as i t  passes down the digestive 
tract (Bondi and 1-.}:}ye r ,  1943) , after it leaves the rumen or it may be 
altered by nnnen microb i al fermentation (Hale , Duncan and Huffman , 
1940 ) . During mas �ication , the s tructure of lignin may als o change 
(Connor e t  al . 1963) . Lignin does not seem to be a natural 
carbohydrate but a hi gh -m0lecular \vei ght condens ation product of 
aromatic comp0tmds found in the cel l  wall and intennixed there with 
cellulose and other cons ti tuents (Hansen et al . ,  195 8) . 
Richards , Weaver and Connolly (1958) reported that rel ationships 
between li gnin and forage di ges tib i lity varied consi derably within 
species , and .t\11.ison and Osbouni (19 70) reported that ·even i f  forages 
contained equal lignin values , the amotmts of diges tible and 
indiges tib le components di ffered cons iderab ly . Quicki e  and Bentley 
(1959) observed that changes in lignin content o f  mature forages 
were too simi lar to accot.mt for observed di fferences in cellulose 
diges tibi lity .  1he ligni fied cell walls in forages are of 
inconsis tent avai lability ,  there fore , the relation between lignin and 
quality may also vary . 
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Sullivan (1959, 1964) stressed a limitation to using lignin as 
the only indicator of forage dry matter digestibility. He observed 
that since the cell contents were lignified and since he asstnned that 
lignin influenced the availability of dry matter, a limitation existed 
in using lignin as the sole predictor. Alfalfa has a highly lignified , 
but low cell wall content and grasses have a higher cell wall content 
and consequently higher dry matter (Van Soest , 1964) . Therefore , a 
smaller amotmt of lignin in grasses has more of an effect in 
de creasing overall DMD than the same am01.mt in alfalfa. This further 
illus trates the need for more than one analysis or neasure to estimate 
nonnutritive sources. in feedstuffs. .Another important observation is 
that it is unwise to us e  the si ze of correlation to compare various 
forage evaluation procedures or relationships in forage chemical 
components (Van Soest, 196 7) • . 
'Ille ADF residue described by Van Soest (196 3b )  consisted of 
cellulose , lignin , cutin and acid insoluble ash. A modification of 
this procedure by Sullivan (1959) using sulfuric acid ( 72%)  treatment 
dissolved the cellulose. Ashing the residue then detennined crude 
lignin plus cutin. Silica, cutin and lignin were then separated by 
the pennanganate and acid-detergent cutin methods . · One disadvantage 
to perffianganate lignin was tl1at large particles were poorly penetrated 
by the reagents and low values resulted . (Goering and Van Soest , 19 70 ) .  
Nonenzymic browning due to drying and heating during the preparation 
of labo!atory samples, catalyzed by moisture , also made lignin 
analysis more difficult especially with inunature , high protein grasses 
(Hodge , 195 3 ;  Van Soes t ,  196 2 ; MacDougall and Delong , 19 42) . Drying 
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for 1 6  hours a t  20  to 100 C increased the lignin content from S . S  to 
14 . 4 % and increased ADP content from 31 . 8 to 41 . 4% at a cons tant initial 
mois ture . Drying at 50 C had no e ffect on lignin or ADF (Van Soest ,  
1964) . 
Hint z ,  Hogue and Loos li ( 1962)  reported that nonenzymic browning 
produced a polyneri c material whi ch  was essenti al ly indigestib le by 
ruminants , and Simkins and Bawngardt (196 3) detennined correction 
factors for feeds which contained overheating res i dues s o  that an 
estimate in nutri tive value could be made . Van Soes t ( 196 5c) also 
expressed a correcti on for the drying e ffect on ADF and lignin values 
based on the nitrogen content of ADP. This was an advantage when 
samp les were moved between laboratories a11d i t  was also e as ie r  to 
analyze dry s amples . 
After certain inadequacies o f  the ADP and ADL methods became · 
es tab lishe d ,  a new procedure which estimated total cel l-wall constitu­
ents or fiber in feeds tuffs was fotmd. NDF associates that part of the 
feedstuff whi ch i s  nutritive ly tmavai lable to nonnnninants and ins o luble 
in neutral de tergent solution . This method can be use d  only for feeds 
with low protein and fiber contents .  With the NDF method , i t  i s  asstnned 
that fiber is insolub le ve getable matter , indiges tib le by proteolyti c 
enzymes and not uti li zed by the nnninant except through fennentation . 
(Van Soes t and Wine , 196 7) . In nnninants , however , increased fiber 
content was hi ghly re lated to ine fficiency of uti li z ation and the 
indigestib le portion o f  feces from nnninants contained l arge ly 
cell-wall constituents compri sed of hemicellulose, cellulose, lignin 
and other insolubl� residues (Van Soest and Moore, 1965). Studies 
have shown that NDF and enzyme digestion residues are similar 
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(Van Soest and Wine , 1967) . Work by Van Soest (1963a) showed that the 
noncell wall fraction was essentially completely digestible. 
It  was found that individual chemical components sud1 as crude 
protein (Forbes , 1950) , crude fiber (Minson and Kemp , 1961) or lignin 
(Kivi mae , 1960) cannot be applied equally to all species of forage 
plants , even though some correlation was fmm.d between such components 
and in vivo forage 
_
digestibility. Kivimae (1960) used crude fiber , 
lignin , protein , cellulose and hemicellulose to estimate in vivo 
dige stibility and famd li.gnin to give the · best estimate. The ADF 
method described by Van Soest (1963b) was more closely related to DDi\1 
and organic matter than crude fiber. McLeod and Minson (19 72) and 
Clancy and Wilson (1966) found that the ADF method gave variable 
results when it was us ed to predict digestibility but increasing 
hydrolysis time and acid strength decreased variability of prediction. 
Tile prediction of voluntary intake (VI )  presents a diverse 
problem , especially with feeds of similar diges tibility. Results by 
Van Soest (1962) showed that in alfalfa , timothy and tall fescue VI 
and DMD were l.lllrelated ,  but certain chemical component digestibility 
measure s such as ADL and ADF were shown to be positively related to 
VI . In live animals , the ne thods most consistently used to indirectly 
iooasure· intake were the fecal nitrogen content or total fecal nitrogen 
methods (Arnold and Dudzinski , 1967). Van Soest (1964) found 
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differences in V I  o f  different species of forages . This difference 
was attributed to the proportion of cell wall material in the digested 
fraction . Legtmles have lower amounts of cell wall material than 
grasses and thus are expected to h ave increased movenent through the 
tract and consequently higher intake than with grasses . Allinson and 
Osbourn (19 70) fotmd intake between species more closely related to 
cellulose digestibility (r = O .  85) than DMD (r = 0 .  79) . 
Chemical component composition of forages may indicate quite well 
their digestibilities . HO\iever , it is evident that VI cannot be 
accurately estimated by chemical component composition alone . When 
correlations between VI and lignin , ADF , protein , cellulose , NDF and 
digestibility we re fatmd in a grass and a legume , the forage co�onent 
which see100d to correlate best with VI was NDF (Van Soest , 1965b ; 
Prigge and Ap gar , 19 73) . 
In conclus ion , it was fm.md that intake of a forage can be 
correlated to its digestibility , but the correlation between intake 
and digestibility is variable between forages and especially between 
grasses and le gumes (Blaxter , Wainman and Wilson , 196 1 ; Blaxter , 
Wainman and Davidson , 1966) . I t  was concluded in a recent study by 
Heaney ( 19 70) that the factors of intake and digestibility cannot be 
used i.lldividually to make comparis ons between species of forages or to 
evaluate mixtures of forages and that , to make these comparisons ,  a 
conbination of both of these factors was essential . 
Nutritive Value Index Studies .  Nutritive value indices usual ly 
involve multiple regressions with the dependent vari ab le (Y) set as 
the mos t relative tes t  for forage nutritive value and a nurrber of 
independent vari ab les (X ' s ) set as components which s econdarily 
estimate the dependent variable . One of the firs t indices attempted 
to relate the dependent variab le (DI»i) to time of cutting in days 
after Apri l 30 (independent variab le) in firs t growth forage . 1he 
equation Y = 85 . 0  - 0 . 48X was f01md to predi ct DDM (Y) wi th some 
accuracy (Crampton et al . ,  1960 ) . It was f01.md in thi s  s tudy that 
the indices available at the time such as federal hay grades , legume 
content ,  nethod of curing and feed-value tab les did not accurately 
me as ure nutri tive value or intake . Mellin , Poulton and A1derson 
(1962)  fotmd a linear and highly signi ficant correlation be tween Di\'ID 
and date of harves t of timothy . Several other workers h ave reported 
that cutting dates of f01;ages were used success fully to es timate 
nutri tive value o f  forages (Kane and Moore , 19 59 ; Richards � al . , 
1962 ; Conrad , et al . ,  1962) . 
1he in vitro di gestibility curve levels off at 1 8  to 24 hours of 
fennentation and at this point is more comparab le to in vivo 
cliges tib i li ty . However ,  various subs trates show various rates of 
.!!!. vi tro fermentation (Jolms on et al . , 1962 ; Warner , 19 56 ) . Maximum 
level o f  di ges tion was reached sooner in legtnnes than in grasses 
(Hershberger et al . , 1959) . Studies such as these led to the us e  of 
,!!! vi t�o diges tibility treasures to predict forage intake and 
di ges tib le energy potenti al (Donefer et al . , 1960 ) . NVI s tudies 
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began by incorporating intake and diges tibility using forage energy 
availability (Crampton et al . , 1960 ) . Tuelve hour IVCD was fotmd to 
correlate we ll wi th relative intake and 24-hour IVCD (Donefer ,  e t  al . , 
1960 ) .  High variability was associated with intake and there fore , 
limitations of  this sys tem were obvious . The equation 
Y = y + b (X - x) , where Y = NVI of the forage , X = 12 hour IVCD , 
y = average NVI and x = average of 12 hour IVCD, seemed to best de fine 
NVI , when the 12 hour IVCD was used. After values obtained from 
several experiments were substituted,  the equation Y = -7. B + l . 314X 
seemed to define NVI more cons is tently . Multiplying the 12 hour IVCD 
by the 2 4  hour IVCD als o  closely related to NVI ( r = 0 . 89) . 
Reid et  al . (1959b ) found ll\ID in vivo (Y) to be related to Th'*'ID 
in vitro (X) and expressed the relationship as Y = 20 . 5  + O. 778X 
(r = 0 . 9 8) . They also fmmd high correlations between in vivo Th\.ID 
' ' - --
and IVCD , energy and protein . Baumgardt et al . (196 2 a) indicated 
that percent IVCD of  a forage could be used to es timate nutritive 
value of that forage . Repeatab le estimates of forage nutritive value 
were also found when percent cellulose diges ted was compared to the 
percentage of TDN , diges tib le organic matter , DTh\1 and diges tib le 
energy. 
Jarrige , Thi vend and Demarquilly (19 70 ) developed an industrially 
prepared cellulolytic enzyme mixture containing ce llulase enzymes , 
proteins and s tarch. This was done because in vitro methods we re still 
somewhat irreproducible .  For predictive purposes this method was very 
reproducible i f  the length of digestion was fixed at 2 4  hours . This 
rethod estimate d di ges tibility of forages quite well with a s tandard 
error of the mean of � O. 22 for cellulas e res idue , :_ O. 2 1  for ADF 
and :_ 0 . 69 (di gestibility unit) for in vi tro diges tib i l i ty .  
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A new me thod w as  then used to predi ct DMD us ing quanti tative 
reasurerents from the ultraviolet light spectra p�us chemically 
detennined phenol and quaiacol neas ures in multiple regress ion 
equations (Mceampbe l l  and Thomas , 19 72) . These researchers found low 
simple corre lation coefficients between di ges tibi l i ty and quantitative 
measurements . A di fference was also found be tween these measurements 
in grasses and le gwnes . Tii.is di fference was attributed to legwne 
lignins containing a hi gher ratio of phenolic hydroxyl groups to 
methoxyl groups than grass li gnins . 
A s ingle linear re lationship des cribed by the equation 
IVDMD = 120 . 6  - (0 . 72 � 0 . 0 76) ave gave a corre lation of - . BO between 
IVDMD and CWC of grasses (Jolmson , Guerrero and Pe zo , 19 73) . 
Regress ions o f  forages containing more than 70 % ave showed a greater 
de crease in �ID percent for each tmi t increase in O\TC. The stun of 
cellulose , hemicellulose or si lica plus lignin in pre di cting DMD was 
not as accurate as total ove . Prediction of (�ID) us ing individual 
forage components was highes t for ADF (r = - • 83) and lowe s t  for 
s i lica (r = . 00 3) . Cellulose (r = - .82) and lignin ( r  = - . 79 )  we re 
also highly corre lated wi th percent Th\ID. When multiple regress ion 
using DMD as the dependent variab le was calculate d ,  lignin was the 
. only signi fi cant contributor to the regress ion .  Other equations 
fotmd pe rcent ave and percent l i gnin to be highly s i gni fi cant to the 
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regression ,  but protein . did not contribute to  the regression .  
Nitrogen fertilization affects protein content in legwnes and grasses , 
so crude protein is not likely to be a reliab le indicator in a 
prediction equation. The factors which governed the amotmt of protein 
in a forage were not the s aioo factors which governed the amotmt of 
other components such as lignin. For this reason us ing protein as a 
factor in estimating cellular contents was invalid.  
Van Soest (196 7) , Goering and Van Soes t (19 70) and KayongoMale , 
Thomas and Ullrey (19 72 ) reported that IVDMD and sunnnative equation 
estimates were not _useful for predicting nutritive value when using 
different forages . KayongoMale , et al . (19 72) concluded ,  however , 
that li gnin , cellulose and ewe needed to be definite ly included in a 
prediction equation .  
I t  has been shown that the published equations using a single 
composition factor such as crude protein , crude fiber or lignin as a 
basis for the prediction of forage digestibility did not furnish as 
valuable results as was first expected. However , these equations 
yielded very clos e to the most precise es timates of digestibility 
possib le thus far through a consideration of  proximate analysis . The 
use of other chemical entities may give better predi ctability than 
was possible wi th a single composition factor . 1he primaiy need for 
compos ition factors more bas ic than proximate nutrients has been 
disclosed , and numerous experimenters have indicated recently that a 
corrbination of the individual analyses may be helpful in finding an 
estimate of  forage quality . 
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METHODS OF PROCEDURE 
Location , Management and Harves ting of Experimental Plots 
Three stacks in each of three plots (nine s tacks total) were used 
in this experiment . Plots 1 ,  2 and 3 consis ted o f  20 , 1 7. 2 and 8 
hectares , respectively.  Plot 2 was located on the Agricultural 
Experiment Station at Norbeck , South Dakota in Faulk County . Plots 1 
and 3 were located on the Morri� Richards Farm , approximately 9 .  66 Ian 
northeast o f  the experiment s tation. Precipitation in this area 
averages about 4 3 . 2 cm annually. The temperature during the growing 
season of 1972 
·
and 19 73 averaged 2 8 . l and 29 . l  C ,  respectively , and 
rainfall for these periods totaled 35 . 05 and 1 7. 78  cm, respective ly .  
Differences i n  moisture occurred primarily in th e  month of May , 
during whi ch  time 1 7 .  04 and 6 .  0 7 cm of rainfall was received in 19 72 
and 1973 , respectively . This resulted in decreased yield in the 19 73 
harvest .  'Ihe soil texture o f  this region i s  silt- loam. None of the 
plots received fe rtili zer or weed control in the last 5 years . 
Plot 1 was s eeded in 19 70 with Dakota corrunon alfalfa (Medicago 
sativa L. )  at a rate of 2 . 25 kg per hectare , in corrbination wi th an 
oats mixture (Avena s ativa L. ) used as a companio� crop . In 1971 , 
plot 2. received 1 3 . 5 kg per hectare of certified pure ve!nal al fal fa 
(��dicago s ativa L . ) with Tridicum aes tivum L .  cv. eris wheat used as 
a companion crop . Plot 3 received 9 kg per hectare o f  Dakota connnon 
alfalfa _ in 19 72 with eris wheat used as the companion crop. 
All companion crops were cut and collected for feed the year 
prior to harvesting the al falfa. Consequently , they did not affect 
the purity of the alfal fa crop . All alfalfa was cut with a 4 .  89 m 
windrower at the first- flower s tage of maturity. In order to s tudy 
moisture e ffects at s tacking , portions of plots 2 and 3 were cut on 
three conse cutive days and s tacked on the s ame  day . 
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Plots 1 and 3 we re harves ted wi th a Hess ton Stak Hand , Model 30 , 
stack compressor , which chopped the alfalfa in 5 to 15  cm segrents and 
compressed i t  into a 2 . 44 by 4 . 2 7  by 3. 9 7  m high s tack weighing 
approximately 2 .  7 metric tons and having a dens ity equal to one-hal f  
that o f  baled hay .  Plot 2 was harves ted with a Haybus ter Model 1800 
Stack-Eze into approximately 7. 2 nctric ton rotmd s tacks 5 . 49 m in 
diameter and 4 .  88 m high . · A packer drtnn compressed the relatively 
tmaltered hay at 5 85 kg hydraulic pressure into a moderate ly compacted ,  
large hay package . 
Windr�v s amp les were taken j us t  prior to s tacking to obtain 
mois ture content at the time of stacking . The initial moisture 
content , wei ght and mnnber of hectares contained in e ach stack are 
presented in table 1 .  Di fferences in moisture content were not great 
enough to show di fferences in s torage e ffects due to mois ture at the 
tiire of s tacking . 
Al l  nine s tacks were s tored on the grotmd, in the field and 
tmprotected from climati c conditions on elevated areas in their 
respective plots . Plot 1 stacks were positioned with a long s ide of 
the stack facing north , and plot 3 stacks were pos itioned with a 
short erid facing north (figure 1) . 
TABLE 1 .  INITIAL �DI SWRE , HECTARES
. A'ID WE I GIIT CONTAINED IN EAO·I 
OF NINE STACKS FRQ\1 THE 1HREE PLOTS 
Ini tial 
Stack mois ture Hect ares Acres Wet wt . We t wt . 
% kg lb 
1 35 . 8  0 . 4740 1 . 185 2947 . 50  6550 
2 31 . 8 0 . 4792 1 . 19 8 310 5 . 00 6900 
3 29 . 0  0 . 50 8 8  1 . 2 72 2 790 . o o 6200 
4 26 . 6  3. 8440 9 . 610 9 745 . 20 21656 
5 22 . 7  1 . 9600 4 . 900 809 8 .  65 1799 7 
6 2 3 . 1 1 .  7600 4 . 400 6435 . 45 1430 1  
7 33. 1 1 . 19.60 2 . 990  38 81 . 70 8626 
8 33. 4 1 . 0 360 2 . 590 376 7 .  40 8372 
9 32 . 9  0 . 876 2 . 190 3778 . 20 839 6 
Plot 1 Plot 2 Plot 3 
Fi gure I .  Pos ition o f  s tacks in their respective p lots . 
Numbers ins i de figures represent s tack des i gnations . 
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Sample Collection and Preparation 
Al l s amples were collected with an electri c drill- driven hay 
core s ampler developed by Johnson , Dowding and Turnquis t  (19 73) for 
use in extracting core samples rreasuring 5 .  4 an in diarreter and 
147. 32 on long from large hay packages . This s ampler collected a 
representative s ample from the exterior toward the center of each s tack 
and parallel to the grotmd by a cutting action provided by re lative 
motion between an outs ide tube and an ins ide tube . Col lection of 
samples from the three plots were taken as shown in table 2 .  
TABLE 2 .  
Stacks 
1 , 2 ' 3 
4, s , 6 
7 t 8 , 9 
SAMPLE COLLECTION SrnEDULE ON PLOTS 1 ,  2 AND 3 
Plot No . Windrows 
1 
2 
3 
6-15- 72 
6 - 1 3- 73 
6- 14- 73 
Collection dates 
6 - 15- 72 10- 10- 72 
6- 1 3- 73 7- 12 - 73 
6- 14- 73 7- 12 - 73 
5- 2 - 73  
10- 19- 73 
10 - 19- 73 
Stacks 1 ,  2 and 3 were set too close together to allow e fficient 
collection . Therefore , only five s amples from s tack 1 ,  and four 
samples from s tacks 2 and 3 were collected on the firs t coU.ection 
date .  These s amples were taken from the four corners directed toward 
the center of the s tack at a height of 1 .  22 meters . Due to settling, 
the s tacks separated sufficiently ,  allowing more adequate col lection 
on October 10 , 19 72 , and May 2 ,  19 73. Ten samples from each s tack 
were taken on each of thes e  dates . 
Stacks 4 to 9 allowed total collection, resulting in 12 samples 
from each s tack on each collection date. In s tacks 4 ,  5 and 6 (round 
stacks ), collections were made at 0 . 61 and 1 . 22 m levels at every 60 
degree interval on the perimeter of each stack s tarting at due north. 
In s tacks 7 ,  8 and 9 ,  collections were also made at O .  61 and 1. 22 m 
levels at the comers and in the centers of the long sides . TI1e 
location and designation of all samples collected from s tacks 1 to 9 
are shown in figures 2 , 3 and 4. 
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All samples were placed in brown paper sacks, transported to the 
Plant Science seed house and dried in a forced air, large capacity bin 
dryer. They were further dried in the Animal Science Laboratory at 
80 C for 24 hours in preparation for grinding. All samples were 
grmmd through a Wiley mill  (intennediate s i ze) containing a coarse 
screen , followed by grinding through a Model 22  Weber pulveri zing mill 
containing a 40 mesh screen. The samples were s tored in tightly closed 
glass bottles tmtil used for chemical analysis . 
Proj ect ftmds , laboratory facilities and technical ass istants 
were limited in this study . Therefore, a nethod of compositing was 
used in order to minimi ze the number of analyses to be made . Plot 1 
was not compos ited. Each compos ite cons is ted of four samples . The 
four samples from each of  stacks 4 ,  5 and 6 were col lected from the 
two areas closes t to the northwes t, east and southwes t portions of  
the stack an d  compos ited. The four samples from each o f  s tacks 7 ,  8 
· and 9 were collected directly across from each other at either end 
f Stk. l--] �·· ,..- l E . � Stk . 1 Stk . 1 • II 
1 tJ [ Stk. 2 ] [s�. 2 i E s�. 2 � 
[ ] [� � 
I 
� Stk .  3 St�. 3 
Col lection 
Dates : 6 - 15- 72 10 - 10 - 72 5 - 2 - 73 
I 
Each dot reEresents one col lection location at 1 . 2 2 m e levation. 
Location Stack 1 Stack 2 Stack 3 6 - 15- 72 10 - 10 - 72 5- 2 - 73 6 - 15- 72 10- 10 - 72 5- 2- 72 6- 15-72 10 - 10- 72 
N . W. Corner 1- 72 !  la- 721 31a- 72 I 11 - 72 1 l la- 72 ! 41a- 72 I 2 1- 72! 2 1a- 72 1 
N . Center 2a- 7Z I 32a- 72 1 12a- 72 1 42a- 72 l 2 2 a- 72 I 
N . E . Corner 3- 721  3a- 72 I 33a- 72 I 1 3- 721 13a- 72 1 4 3a- 72I 23- 72 1  2 3a- 72 1 
E .  Side 4 - 72 1  4 a- 72I 34a- 72 I 14a- 72I 44a- 72l 24a- 72 1 
E .  Center S a- 72 1  3Sa- 72I lSa- 72 1 45a- 72I 2 5a- 72 1 
S . E .  Corner 6 a- 72I 36a- 7Z.I 16-721 16a- 72 I 46a- 72I 26- 72 1  26a- 721  
S .  Center 7a- 72 I 37a- 72I 1 7a- 72 I 47a- 72I 2 7a- 72I 
s.w.  Comer Sa- 7.21 38a- 72 1 18- 72 1 18a- 72I 4 8a- 72 I 28- 721 2 8a- 721 
W. Side 9 - 72 1  9a- 721 39a- 721  19a- 721 49a- 72 1 29a- 72 1 
W. Side 10- 72 1  lOa- 72 ! 40a- 72 I 20a- 72 1 SOa- 72 1 30a- 721  
Figure 2. Location and designation of S3Jtl)les collected from stacks 1, 2 and 3 in plot 1. 
5 - 2 - 73 
Sla- 72 1  
52a- 721 
53a- 72 1 
5 4a- 72 I 
SSa- 721 
56a- 72 1 
5 7a- 72 1 
S Sa- 72 1 
59a- 721 
60a- 72 1 
� � 
1 �  G)G)G) G)G)G) 
Collection 
dates : 6- 1 3- 73 7- 12- 73 
Each dot represents one collection location at 0 . 61 and 1 . 2 2'  m elevations . 
Location l it .  b-13-73 
S. side 0 . 6 m la .. 73N 
1 . 2  m 7a- 73N 
S .  W. s ide 0 . 6  m 2 a- 73N 
1 . 2  m 8a- 73N 
N.W. s ide 0 . 6  m 3a- 73N 
N.  side 
1 . 2  m 9 a- 73N 
0 . 6  m 4a- 7 3N 
1 .  2 m 10a- 73N 
N. E .  s ide 0 . 6  m Sa- 73N 
1 . 2  m lla- 73N 
S . E .  s ide 0 . 6  m 6a- 73N 
1 . 2 m 12a- 73N 
Stack 4 
7-I2- 73 
10 1a- 73N 
10 7a- 7 3N 
102a- 73N 
10 8a- 73N 
10 3a- 73N 
109 a- 73N 
l04a- 7 3N 
110a- 7 3N 
10 5a .. 73N 
llla- 73N 
106a- 73N 
112a- 73N 
Stack 5 
Hl-19- 7� b-B-7j 7-12- 73 IO-I9-?� 
201a- 73N _ 13a- 73� 1 1 3a- 73N 2 1 3a- 73N 
2 07a- 73N 19a- 73N 1 19a- 7 3N 2 19a- 73� 
2 02a- 73N 14a- 73N 1 1 4a- 73N 2 14a- 73N 
20 8a- 73N 20a- 73N 120a- 73N Z 20a- 73N 
20 3a- 73N 15a- 73N 11Sa- 73N 2 1Sa- 73N 
209a- 73N 2 1a- 73N 12 1a- 73N 2 21a- 73N 
204a- 73N 16a- 73N 1 16a- 7 3N 2 16a- 73N 
2 10a- 71'l · 22a- 73N 12 2a- 73i'l 2 2 2 a- 7 3N 
205a- 73N 1 7a- 73N 1 1 7a- 73N - 2 1 7a .. 73N 
2 lla- 73N 2 3a- 73N 12 3a- 73N 2 2 3a- 73N 
20 6a- 73N 18a- 73N 118a- 73N 2 1 8a- 73N 
2 12a- 73N 2 4a- 72N 124a- 73N 2 24a- 73N 
G)G)G) 
10- 19- 73 
Stack 6 
f>.n .. n ?-n- 73 --nr:19-�3 
2 Sa- 7 3:'J  125a- 7 3N 2 2 5a- 7 3N  
3la- 73N 131a- 73N 2 31a- 73N 
2 6a- 73.'l 12 6a- 73N 226a- 73N 
32a- 73N 1 32a- 73N 2 32a- 73N 
2 7a- 73N 1 2 7a- 73N 2 2 7a- 73N 
33a- 73N 133a- 73N 2 33a- 73N 
2 8a- 7 3N 1 2 8a- 73N 2 2 8a .. 73N 
34a- 73N 134a- 73N 2 34a- 73N 
29 a- 73N 1 29a- 73N 2 29a- 73N 
35a- 73N 13Sa- 7 3N 2 3Sa- 73N 
30a- 73N 130a- 73N 230a- 73� 
36a- 73N 136a- 73N 2 36a- 73N 
Figure 3.  Location and designation of samples collected from stacks 4 ,  5 and 6 in plot 2 .  
(;a .i:i. 
1 "  rS�k] rf 1 rt� ·J r�k'] [S�k� rJ r�kl ff 
j ts�1 
Collection 
dates : 6 - 13- 73 7 - 12 - 73 10- 19 - 73 
Each dot represents one col lection location at · 0 . 61 and 1 . 22 m e levations . Stack 1 Stack 8 Stack 9 
Location J it .  6 - 13- 73 7- 12- 7 3 10- 19 - 7 3  6- 13- 73 7- 1 2 '." 7 3  10 - 19 - 73 6 - 1 3- 7 3  7- 1 2 - 7 3  10- 19 - 73 
s.w.  0 .6  m 37a- 7 3I 137a- 7 3I 2 37a- 7 3I 49 a- 73I 1 49a· 73I 2 49a- 73I  6 1a- 73I 161a- 73I 26 1a- 73I 
comer 1 .  2 m 4 3a- 73! 1 4 3a- 7 31 2 4 3a- 7 3l · S Sa- 731 lS Sa- 7 3 1  2 5 Sa- 7 3 l  67a- 7 31 16 7a- 73l 2 6 7a- 73I 
W.  Side 0 . 6  m 3 8a- 7 3 I  1 3 8a- 73I 2 38a- 73I 50a- 73I l SO a· 73I zso a- 731 62a- 73I 162a- 73I 262a .. 731 
1. 2 m 4 4 a- 73I 1 4 4a- 7 3 I  2 4 4a- 73I 56a- 73I 156 a- 73I 2 56a- 731 68a- 7 3I 168a- 73I 2 6 8a- 73I 
N.W.  0 . 6  m 39 a- 73I 1 39 a- 73I 2 39a- 73I  S la- 73 1 lSla- 731 2 5la- 73I 6 3a- 73I 163a- 73I 26 3a- 73I  
corner · 1 . 2 m 4Sa- 7 3I 14Sa- 73l 2 4Sa- 7 3I 5 7a- 73I 15 7a- 73I 2 5 7a- 73I 69 a- 73I 169a- 731 2 69a- 73I 
N . E .  0 . 6  m 40a- 73I 140a- 73I 2 40a- 73I 5 2a- 73I 15 2a- 73I 252a- 73I  64a- 73I 164a- 73I 264a- 73I 
comer 1 . 2  m 4 6a- 7 3I 146a- 7 3 I  2 46a- 73I S Sa- 731 1 5 8a- 73l 2 5 8a- 7 3 I  70a- 73I l 70a- 73I 2 70a- 73I 
E .  Side 0 . 6  m 41a- 73I 141a- 7 3I 2 4 la- 73I 5 3a- 73I 15 3a- 73I 2 5 3a- 73I  6 Sa- 73I 16 Sa- 7 3I 265a- 73I 
1 . 2  m 4 7 a- 73I 147a- 73I 247a- 73I 59a- 731 . .- l59a- 73I 2 59 a- 7 3 I  71a- 73I , l 7la- 73I 2 7la· 73I 
S . E .  0 . 6 m 4Za- 73I 14 2a- 7 3I 2 42a- 73I 54a- 73I 15.4a- 73! 254a- 73I  66a- 73I 166a- 73I Z66a- 73I 
corner 1 .  2 m 4 8a- 7 3I 14 8a- 73I 2 4 8a- 73I 60a- 73I 160a:- 73I 260a- 73I 72a- 73I 172a- 73I 2 72a- 73I 
t 
__... 
Figure 4 .  Location and desi gnation o f  SaJll>les collected from� �tacks 7 ,  8 and 9 in plot 3 .  
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and at the center of the s tacks and compos ited. 1be composi ting 
schedule for plots . 2 and 3 is contained in table 3 .  
TABLE 3 .  COMPOS ITING SQ IEDULE FOR PLOTS 2 Al'ID 3 
Staclc Date 
no .
a 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
6- 13- 73 7- 12 - 73 
b la-2 a- 7a- 8a 10 1a- 102a- 10 7a- 10 8a 
3a-4a- 9 a- 10a 10 3a- 10 4a- 109 a- 110a 
Sa- 6a- l la- 12a 10 Sa- 106a- llla- 112a 
1 3a- 14a- 19a- 20a . 113a- 114a- 119 a- 120a 
15a- 16a- 2 1a- 22a  115a- 116a- 121a- 122a 
1 7a- 1 8a- 2 3a- 24a 117a- 11 8a- 12 3a- 124a 
2 5a- 26a- 31a- 32a 125a- 126a- 13la- 1 32a 
2 7a- 2 8a- 33a- 34a 12 7a- 12 8a- 133a- 1 34a 
29a- 30a- 35a- 36a 129a- 130a- 135a- 136a 
39a- 40a- 45a- 46a 139a- 140a- 145a- 146a 
38a- 41 a- 44a- 47a 138a- 141a- 144a- 147a 
37a- 42a- 43a- 48a 137a- 142a- 143a- 148a 
S la- 5 2 a- 5 7a- 5 8a 15 1a- 152a- 15 7a- 15 8a 
50a- 5 3a- 56a- 59a 150a- 153a- 156a- 159a 
49a- 54a- 5Sa-60a 149a- 154a- 155a- 160a 
6 3a- 64a-69a- 70a 163a- 164a- 169a- 1 70a 
6 2 a- 65 a-6 8a- 7la 162a- 165a- 16 8a- 1 71a 
61a- 66a-6 7a- 72a 16la- 166a- 16 7a- 1 72a  
3F1ot 1 was not composited. 
bp . 
our s amples represent one compos ite .  
10 - 19 - 73 
20la- 202a- 20 7a- 2 08a 
20 3a- 204a- 209a- 2 10a 
205 a- 206 a- 2 11 a- 2 12a  
213a-2 14a- 219a- 2 20a 
215a- 2 16a- 22 1a- 222a 
2 1 7a- 2 18a- 2 2 3a- 224a 
2 25a- 2 26a- 2 31a- 2 32a 
2 2 7a- 2 2 8a- 2 33a- 2 34a 
229a- 2 30a- 2 35a- 2 36a 
2 39a- 240 a- 245a- 246a 
2 38a- 2 4la- 244a- 247a 
2 37a- 2 42 a- 2 43a- 2 48a 
251a- 2 52 a- 2 5 7a- 2 58a 
250 a- 2 53a- 2 56 a- 2 59 a  
249 a- 2 54a- 2 55a- 260a 
263a- 2 64a-269 a- 2 70a 
262a- 2 65 a- 26 8a- 2 7la 
26la- 266a- 2 6 7a- 2 72a 
All samples from plot 1 and composites from plots 2 and 3 were 
analyzed for IVD?vID , NDF , CMC ,  ADF , ADL , crude protein, ash and 
moisture . 
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Chemical Analys is Procedures 
In Vitro � :r>fatter Di gestibility. The following procedure , 
based on the method of Tilley and Terry (1963) , was used for the 
detennination of IVDMD : the forage sample (0 . 5 g) , after pass ing 
through a Model 22 Weber pulverizing mill containing a 40 mesh sc!een , 
was carefully weighed and placed into a 100 ml polypropylene tes t  tube 
which acted as a fennentation vessel . A water bath incubator with a 
capacity of 200  tes t  tubes was adj us ted to 39 C and calibrated to 
maintain constant temperature . McDougall ' s solution (25 ml) was added 
to each tube and the tubes were placed into the water bath before 
addition of the inoculum. TI1e n.unen fluid was collected via rtmlen 
fistula 2 hours after feeding and strained through eight layers of 
cheesecloth into a prewanned thern10s for transport to the laboratory . 
The fluid was again strained through ei ght layers of cheesecloth , 
combined wi th  McDougall ' s  solution in a 2 :  3 ratio and mixed thoroughly . 
Twenty- five milliliters of the inoculum mixture was added to each 
tube with cons tant mixing . The temperature was maintained at 39 C to 
prevent chilling of the inoculum mixture . The tubes were then capped 
with btmsen gas release valves . The forage was resuspended after 
2 hours and every 8 hours thereafter by shaking the tubes carefully in 
a circular motion so that forage particles would not remain on the 
sides of the tubes . 
The tubes were removed from the water bath after 4 8  hours and 
placed in a refrigerator to stop bacterial action . The tubes were 
centri fuged after 1 hour at 1500 rpm for 10 minutes and the 
supernatant drained with an aspirator fitted with a fi lter . The 
filter was rins ed wi th a small amount of disti lled water after each 
use.  
Fi fty mil liliters o f  Tilley and Terry ' s (196 3) peps in solution 
was added to each tube after the bacterial fennentation procedure . 
The fennentation res idue was suspended by shaking carefully , and the 
tubes were incubated for 4 8  hours at 39 C with periodi c  shaking every 
8 hours . 1he tubes were centrifuged after 48 hours at 1500 rpm for 
10 minutes and the supernatant drained as described previous ly. 
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'Ille tubes and res idue were dried in a forced air drying oven at 
90 C for 24 hours , placed in a des iccator for 1 hour and weighed. The 
tubes were then washed ,  dried and wei ghed again to determine the 
res idue of fermentation . Six tubes which did not contain a forage 
sample but contained the inoculwn mixture and pepsin solution were 
carried through the entire procedure . These tubes served as a 
correction factor for the res idual dry matter of inoculum. 
Calculation of IVDMD proceeded us ing the following formula: 
IVfi\ID = 
s ample dry 
100 x matter 
res idue of res idue of 
fennentation - inoculum 
sample dry matte r 
Neutral Detergent Fiber .  The following method was used , based 
on the procedure of Van Soes t and Wine (196 7) , in detennining NDF : 
one-half g of air dry sample ,  previous ly grotmd in a Model 2 2  Weber 
. pulveri z ing mill containing a 40 mesh screen , w as  placed in a 600 ml 
refluxing fl ask along with 10 0 ml of room temperature neutral 
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detergent solution , 2 ml decahydronapthalene and O .  5 g s odium sul fite 
in that order .  TI1e solution was refluxed at a low boi l for 1 hour from 
the onset o f  boi ling . After 1 hour , the solution was filtered using a 
previous ly tared Gooch crucible which had been lined with ashed asbes tos . 
Low vacutnn was used at firs t and was increased as i t  was needed for 
adequate filtration . 
The s ample was rinsed twice wi th hot water followed by two rinses 
using acetone . 'Ihe crucibles were dried. at 100 C for 8 hours , cooled 
for 1 hour in a des iccator . arid :weighed • . . The yield recovered divided by 
initial sample weight was the es timated cell-wall cons tituents (NDF) . 
Subtracting thi s  value from 100 estimated noncell-wall material . 
Ce llulose Detennination . 111e ce'ilulose content · of the forages was 
det�nnined by the method of Crampton and Maynard (1938) with mi.nor 
alterations in procedure . One-half g of air dry forage which had 
previous ly passed through a 40 rresh screen was weighed into a 100 ml 
polypropylene tube . Twelve mi lli liters of glacial aceti c  acid and 
2 . 5  ml of concentrated nitric acid was added to each tube which was 
placed in a boi ling water bath for 20 minutes .  
The tubes were removed from the water bath and allowed to cool . 
The mixture in each tube was then filtered through a Gooch crucib le 
containing an ashed asbes tos pad. The residue was washed with hot 
water ,  acetone , benzene , acetone and ether in that order·  
Tile residue and crucib les were dried for 4 hours at  100 C and 
weighed. Tuey were then ashed for 2 hours at 760 C , allowed to cool 
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in a des iccator for 1 hour and weighed.  Percent cellulose content was 
calculated by subtracting the ash weight from the dry weight , dividing 
thi s weight by the initial sample weight and multiplying by 100 . 
Acid Detergent Fiber and Lignin . The method of Van Soes t (196 3b )  
was us e d  t o  detennine ADF and ADL content o f  the forage samples .  The 
only change made in this procedure was the use of Gooch crucib les with 
an asbestos filtering pad instead of s intered glass crucibles . The 
analyses were made in the following manner : a 2 g s ample of the forage 
was placed in a 600 ml Berzelius beaker along with 100 ml of room 
temperature acid- de tergent s olution and 2 ml decalin . The mixture was 
refluxed for 1 hour at a low boil and filtered in a previous ly tared 
Good1 crucib le containing an asbes tos pad. 
1he res idue was washed twice with hot water , followed by acetone , 
unti l the fi ltrate became colorless . Tiie crucible and residue were 
dried for 8 hours at 100 C ,  placed in a des iccator for 1 hour and 
weighed. The di fference between the fi rs t and second weighings 
determined ADF. 
1be res idue remaining from the ADF procedure was placed in a 
50 ml beaker and covered with 72 % sulfuric aci d .  The mixture was 
stirred with a olas s rod occas ionally and filtered after 3 hours � 
through a Gooch crucible containing an asbes tos pad .  
The re s i due was washed wi th hot water tmti l it was free o f  acid , 
dried at 100 c for 8 hours and placed in a des iccator for 1 hour .  The 
crucib le plus res idue was we ighed , ashed at 500 C for 2 hours , cooled 
in a des iccator and wei ghed again . lhe di fference in weights between 
the crucible p lus res idue and crucib le plus ash · determined ADL. 
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As h, Moisture and Crude Protein . A. O.A. C .  ( 1960)  methods of 
analys is were use d  for the detenninations of as h, moisture and total 
nitrogen (crude protein) in the forage samples . The percent of protein 
was detennined by multiplying the nitrogen content of the plant times 
the factor 6 . 25 .  
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RESULTS AND DISOJSSION 
Effects of Field Storage on Certain Forage Quality Paraireters with 1\vo 
Different Large Hay Packaging Systems 
Alfalfa is the primary s ource of hay in the United States , and 
i t  is estimated that 2 8% of the total production of this crop is lost 
(Von Bargen , 196 5 ) .  Hay loss is attributed to the number o f  sequen­
tial operations required to handle and harvest hay and to the hazards 
of weathering whi le hay is drying. A 35 % loss in yield can be 
reali zed in alfalfa whi ch  is raked and packaged when too dry 
(Dobie et al . ,  196 3) . Today , "one-man operation" machines may allow 
harvesting at hi gher than nonnal moisture contents which reduce the 
time iapse between operations and therefore reduce the chance of 
weathering loss . 
The purpose of this study was to deternune i f  large hay package 
storage in tile field affected certain chemical components o f  forage as 
s torage time increased and to what extent this occurred.  A survey of  
literature showed much research which re lated changes in chemical 
analyses of a feed to its storage time , but the forages s tudied in 
these reports we re of different maturities . All forages in this study 
were harves ted and s tacked at the s ame  maturity and at s imilar mois ­
ture levels . The averages of all d1emi cal component analyses of each 
stack and collection dates used in thi s convarison are included in 
table 4 .  Individual component values were used for s tatistical 
·analys is .  
TABLE 4. AVERAGE OOMPCWENT ANALYSES OF NINE STACKS AND TI -IREE OOLLECTION DATES 
Stk. Date AD Fa NDF ADL CNC CP IVD:\ID Moisture Ash 
1 6 - 1 5- 72 40 . 2 7 5 5 . 6 5  7 . 0 4  33. 4 3  12 . 87 72 . 66 3 5 . 80 1 1 . 99 
1 10 - 10 - 72 44 . 2 2 6 2 . 0 8 8 . 2 8  3 3 . 91 1 3 . 31 6 3 . 9 4  1 1 .  70 12 . 2 8 
1 5 - 2 - 73 46 . 1 1 70 . 38 10 . 02 45 . 06 1 3 . 0 9  50 . 1 3 7 . 90 9 . 9 4  
2 6- 1 5 - 72 36 . 9 8  49 . 9 3  6 .  86 31 . 14 2 2 . 10 6 7 . 69 31 . 80 1 3 . 38 
2 10 - 10 - 72 4 3 . 9 1 59 . 90 7 . 88 34 . 0 8  2 1 . 35 6 8 . 4 7  1 1 . 40 1 3 . 1 1  
z 5- 2 - 73 44 . 5 7 70 . 1 3 10 . 30 39 . 15 1 3 . 37 54 . 2 3 7 . 60 9 . 5 8 
3 6 - 1 5- 72 39 . 9 3  56 . 2 2 6 . 4 2 3 4 . 1 3  12 . 16 6 5 . 6 7  29 . 00 1 2 . 3 7  
3 10 - 10 - 72 4 3 . 2 3  6 2 . 0 8  7 . 76 36 . 1 1 1 2 . 77 5 7 . 56 1 1 .  33 1 2 . 4 1 
3 5 - 2 - 73 44 . so 70 . 5 5  9 . 5 1 4 3 . 60 12 . 4 8 55 . 56 8 . 0 2 9 . 6 1  
4 6- 1 3- 73 2 7 . 96 49 . 9 4  8 . 29 2 3 . 31 1 7 . 9 7  66 . 2 8 34 . 20 1 1 . 1 5  
4 7 - 1 2 - 73 33 . 76 50 . 88 10 . 6 5  - 2 3. 37 1 8 . 52 6 1 . 4 7  1 8 . 83 1 1 . 61 
4 10 - 19 - 73 3 1 . 29 5 3 . 9 4  8 . 0 7  2 3. 70 1 8 . 22 6 3 . 99 I 9 . 90 1 1 . 9 1  
s 6 - 13- 73 29 . 16 5 3 . 0 3  7 . 22 2 3 . 7 3  1 7 . 9 2  64 . 24 29 . 50 10 . 89 
s 7- 12 - 73 33. 86 5 2 . 19 12 . 29 2 4 . 0 9  1 8 .  76 6 1 . 30 16 . 00 1 1 . 10 
s 10 - 19 - 73 3 1 . 30 5 3 . 75 7 . 55 2 3 . 6 4 1 7 . 85 6 3 . 19 9 . 80 1 1 . 36  
6 6 · 1 3- 73 30 . 5 3  5 5 . 24 7 .  79 2 5 . 34 1 7 . 76 6 4 . 14 32 . 30 10 . 81 
6 7- 1 2 - 7 3  35 . 32 5 3 . 9 5  9 . 90 2 5 . 6 7  1 8 . 01 6 1 . 00 1 2 . 17 11 . 46 
6 10 - 19 - 73 33 . 00 5 2 . 0 3  8 . 09 26 . 52 17 . 66 62 . 88 9 . 10 1 1 . 2 5  
7 6 - 13- 73 32 . 4 8 5 2 . 81 7 .  77 2 7 . 1 8  1 7 . 42 6 2 . 4 1 39 . 90 12 . 0 S  
7 7- 1 2 - 73 37 . 4 2 5 4 .  39 9 . 1 7 26 . 2 5 16 . 6 8  5 8 . 12 12 . 8 3 1 3 . 88 
7 10 - 19 - 73 . 36 . 4 4 52 . 59 7. 89 2 7 . 92 16 . 4 7 5 7  . 9 7  9 . 70 1 3 . 10 
8 6 - 1 3- 73 32 . 32 5 3 . 2 8  7 . 9 5  2 8 . 38 16 . 19 62 . 82 40 . 10 11 . 9 8 
8 7- 12 - 73 37 . 35 5 5 . 11 9 . 0 5  26 . 5 7 16 . 5 8 56 . 87 1 3 . 42 16 . 82 
8 10 - 19 ·  73 36 . 38 5 5 . 54 8 . 00 2 8 .  44 16 . 64 59 . 59 9 . 6 7  12 . 4 4 
9 6 - 1 3- 73 33. 52 54. 72 7 . 64 2 8 . 1 1  17 . 1 3 6 3 . 40 39 . 80 1 1 . 29 
9 7� 1 2 - 73 36 . 52 56 . 69 8 . 74 26 . 36 1 7 . 0 8  5 7 .  77 1 1 . 30 15'. 43 
9 10 - 19- 73 34 . 89 5 5 . 2 1  7 . 40 2 7 .  49 16 . 9 5  61 . 60 8 . 9 0 11 . 6 7  
aADF • acid-detergent fiber ,  NDF • neutral detergent fiber ,  OC • Crampton and Maynard cellulose , 
ADL • acid-detergent lignin , CP • crude protein and IVD'1D • !n vitro dry matter diges tibility.  
� VI 
Collections on stacks 1 to 3 were made for 1 1  months , and 
collections on s tacks 4 to 9 were made for 4 months . There fore , any 
long- term study involving these stacks was not poss ib le at this time . 
Long- tenn s torage studies using these stacks will be possib le at a 
later date . 
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Least squares analysis of variance was use d  in this s tudy to 
detennine i f  di fferences existed between dates of storage and chemical 
composition parameters . Di fferences between stacks and di fferences 
between dates within individual s tacks were also obtained. The 
component analys is values used in this s tudy included moisture , crude 
protein , NDF , Q.1C , .ADF , ADL , IVDMD and ash .  These values were obtained 
in 2 39 observations of common alfalfa. Results o f  the least squares 
analyses of vari ance on e i ght chemi cal component parameters and two 
sources of variation are fmmd in table 5 .  All values of each s ource 
of variation were shown to be significant (P<. OS) , which indi cated a 
di fference between stac.1<.s and between dates within the s ame  stack. 
:Mois ture . In this s tudy ,  stacks 1 to 3 were s tored at moisture 
Levels ranging from 29 to 36 % .  Moisture at the time of stacking 
ranged from 30 to 40 % in s tacks 4 to 9 .  Moisture di fferences were not 
great enough to make comparisons of the chemical changes occurring 
within stacks due to mois ture or to detennine maximum mois ture levels 
possible with the two packaging systems . Moisture - spoi lage comparisons 
were not poss ib le for the s ame  reas on .  
Moisture levels at the time o f  stacking did not seem to affect 
storage quality in this s tudy . B ledsoe et  al . ( 1 9 73) reported 
TABLE 5 .  LE.AST-SQUARES ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE ON EIQ-ff Q-IEi\1ICAL OJMPONENT PAR.AMETERS 
Source df AD Fa ND Fa ADLa 
Staclc 8 724 . 4* 6 24 . 8* 3 . 0 4* 
Dates /Stacks 1 8  59 . 2* 2 37 . 1* 1 8 . 85* 
Res idual 2 39 4 . 7 8 . 8 . 9 0  
Me an squares 
Q1C
a I 
CP
a 
9 80 • 9 * 214 .  6 * 
100 . 6* 39 . l* 
8 . 6 1 . 0  
IVDMD
a 
Mois ture 
145 . 2 * 39 . 3* 
196 . 1* 7 . 6* 
8 . 5  . 1  
ASh 
1 8 . 31* 
19 . 14* 
. 26 
aADF = acid- detergent fiber , NDF = neutral detergent fiber , ADL = acid detergent lignin , 
01C = Crampton and Maynard Cellulose , CP = crude protein and IVfi\ID = in vitro dry matter 
diges tibility .  
*significant at the . OS level . 
.i::a c.n 
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s atis factory s torage in compressed Hesston s tacks containing 30% 
mois ture . Von Bargen (196 5 )  reported simi lar results . Weeks , Peters on 
and 0-ven (19 71) noted s atis factory s torage at mois ture levels o f  40% 
in the Hess ton s t ack .  Studies pertaining to changes i n  d1emical 
compos ition of the Haybus ter type s tack due to mois ture di fferences 
were not avai lable at the time of this wri ting , but s imilar res ults in 
s torage quali ty at s imilar moi� ture levels were ob taine d by both 
machines . 
Stacks 1 to 3 in this s tudy los t 60 to 70 % of their total 
moisture content during the first 4 mon.ths of s torage . After this 
period , mois ture loss averaged 1 .  5% per month for 8 months . TI1e 
mois ture content leve led off to a relative ly cons tant 8 . 0 %  afte r 11  
months . Stacks 4 to 9 followed a s imi lar trend during 4 months of 
storage . Sligh tly fas ter mois ture los s was observed in the 1972 
s tacks even though rainfal l during this time was greater . The amotmt 
of rainfall did not seem to affect the rate of mois ture loss . 1his may 
be related to di ffe rences which exis ted in leaf- to- s tem ratio between 
s tacks , due to di fferent amotmts of rainfall rece ived prior to 
harves ting. Rate of mois ture loss was s li ghtly hi gher in the Hess ton 
s tacks than in the Haybus ter s tacks , howeve r , comparis ons of this type 
are not s tatis tical ly valid because of differences which exis ted 
b etween plots . 
Cnide Protein . Gi ll (19 73) fot.md very s light changes in protein 
values in large round bales and in Hesston Stade Hand 30 s tacks • 
. J 
Similar results were fotmd in this study. Generally , protein values 
were fot.md to vary slightly between stacks during the s torage period. 
Generally , crude protein increased sli ghtly as length of storage 
increased up to 11 months . Bledsoe et al . (19 73) reported that a 
change in crude protein was related to the moisture content at the 
time of s toring . Changes in protein content at di fferent initial 
moisture leve ls were too small to make a similar conclusion . The 
increase in protein noted in sorre s tacks may be the result o f  
microflora solubili zing a proportion o f  th e  structural carbohydrates 
(Weeks e t  al . , 19 71) . Increased protein values do not mean increased 
nutritive value in all cases , since this protein increase would 
probably result in decrea5ed digestibility and palatability in 
actual animal trials due to its unavailability. 
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Renoll et  al . (19 72) reported higher crude protein values in 
samples taken from the top of the stack when compared to core s amples 
but found no important di fferences in crude protein content between 
baled or Hesston stacks . Results of  this s tudy did not include 
s amples obtained from the tops of the stacks . The amotmt of  spoi lage 
which occurs on the exterior of  the s tack due to weathering and rela­
tive proportionate differences between kinds of stacks is reserved for 
future · s tudies . 
Cell Wall Materials . The components l\l'DF ,  ADF , CMC and ADL 
di ffered s i gni ficantly (P <. 05) between stacks and between dates within 
indi Vi dual s tacks with advancing storage tine . Ash decreased in this 
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study whid1 is contrary to expected results . Individual mineral 
analyses of ash s anip les collected for this s tudy were not made , 
therefore , no explanation for this decrease is poss ib le without further 
s tudy . However ,  the fact that ash values remaine d rel atively cons tant 
may indicate that no spoilage occurred in 11 rrx:mths of s torage . Weeks 
et al. (19 71) reported s lower ini tial increases in ash values of large 
stacks compared to small s tacks . This may be re lated to the faster 
drying which seems to occur in smal ler stacks . Volatil i z ation o f  some 
minerals may have reduced the ash content observed in this s tudy. 
ADL values remained most cons tant of the cel l  wall components . 
During the . initial 4 month period NDF increased more than any other 
component fol lowed by ADF �d CMC , but from 4 to 11 months CMC increased 
much faster than ADF. Cellulose is inclu<led in the NDF fraction , 
there fore , the increase in NDF should be directly related to the 
increase in CMC. Results of this s tudy indicate this to be true . Weeks 
� al . ( 19 71) reporte d that percent of ce ll wall components increased 
with s torage time , but Renoll � al . (19 72 ) reported no important 
di fferences in total cell walls and nonce ll -wal l constituents in bales 
and Hess ton s tacks . The results of this study showed that di ffe rences 
did exis t in al l ce ll wall components and that in mos t cases an increase 
in ce l l  wall components was observed. 
Si gni ficant di fferences (P <. 05)  were found in all components between 
stacks and be tween chemical components and dates wi thin the s ame s tack in 
this s tudy. Tiiese results indicate that the stacks we re  not composed of 
identi cal mate rial or that inaccuracies in chemical analyses occurred
. 
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Di fferences between s tacks could have occurred because -plot 1 contained 
sore small p atches of bromegrass and weeds . This foreign mate rial may 
have been included in sorre o f  the samples and not in o thers . 
The si gni ficant di fferences obs erved be tween dates in the s ame  
·s tack i llustrate that forage quality changed signi fi cantly wi thin each 
stack . These di fferences were noted wi thin all s tacks , howeve r , 
di fferences were more pronotmced in stacks 1 to 3 .  Re s ults indi cate 
that s torage of a feeds tuff decreases i ts nutritive value , especially 
during s toring periods longer than 4 oonths . 
'Ihe observation that di fferences be tween s tacks exi s te d  was 
apparent . However , this di fference does not invalidate the 
observation that di ffe rences exis ted be tween dates within the s ame 
s tack . The di fferences which exis ted between dates within the s ame  
stack should b e  re liable because each sample was drawn from th e  s ane  
area within e ach s tack . This study was intended to i denti fy changes 
wi thin each s tack as time of storage increased, there fore , the 
diffe rences observed between stacks should not influence the di fferences 
observed be tween dates wi thin the same s tack. 
NDF remained generally constant in stacks 4 to 9 during the 
firs t 4 :rronths of s torage . A large increase in NDF was noted , 
howeve r , in s tacks 1 to 3 during the firs t 4 months of s torage . This 
increase probab ly occurred as a result of increased rainfall received in 
the month p rior to harves ting . A period of rapid growth along wi th a 
rapid increase in s tem e longation may have resulted in an incre ased 
so 
stem- to- leaf ratio and therefore a rapid increase in the NDF fraction.  
No evident difference was observed in NDF between types of stacks in 
the first 4 months of storage in stacks 4 to 9 .  The increase in NDF 
in s tacks 1 to 3 was linear from summer to the fol lowing spring. 
Additional col lections from stacks 4 to 9 are needed to detennine the 
e ffect of the winter season on individual components of these s tacks . 
ADP was fmmd to follow a simi lar pattern as NDF , except that 
all changes in the ADF component were smaller .  ADF incre ased quickly 
for 4 months in stacks 1 to 3 and increased s lowly from 5 to 11 months . 
This initi al increase was greater than during the s ame  time from 
harvest in s tacks 4 to 9 .  Increased rainfall during the 19 72  harvest­
ing season also may have caused this increase .  
The Q\1C component differed greatly between stacks . Stacks 1 to 
3 had an average increase in · CMC of 0 .  9%  per month for 11  months but 
most of this increase crune after the fourth month o f  s torage . Stacks 
7 to 9 increased slightly in 4 months of storage and a s light decrease 
occurred in s tacks 4 to 6 during this period. I t  was apparent that 
appreciable increases in CMC did not occur unti l 4 to 6 months after 
stacking . 
Lignin increased very slowly with increased · s torage time and 
great ·actual di fferences between stacks were not fotmd. Lignin values 
of s amples from stacks 1 to 3 increased an average of O .  2 7% per month 
of storage . A greater increase occurred after 4 months of s torage 
than before this time . Van Soes t and Moore ( 196 5 )  reported that 
lignin increased signi ficantly with st�rage time . This study fmmd 
s imilar results . 
In conclus i on ,  signi ficant increases in all cell wall materials 
between stacks and between dates within the same s tacks were obs erved 
throughout the s toring period. Additional s tudy is necess ary to 
establish the actual increases of cell wall materials during s torage 
periods of one year and longer . 
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In Vitro Q!l_ Matter Digestibility. Renoll et al . (19 72)  reported 
that baled hay produced hi gher DivID values than Hesston s tacked hay .  
Even though s tatis tically significant di fferences were observed in 
IVU\ID between s tacks , little actual di fference in types of s tacks and 
IVDMD was noted in the firs t 4 months of s torage . This study f0tmd 
that !VD.AD de creased an average of 18 .  7 percentage lllli ts in the firs t  
11 months o f  s torage in s tacks 1 to 3 and approximate ly 5 % i n  the first 
4 months of s torage . This would indicate that short tenn s torage of 
the forage crop did not greatly affect total nutritive value . Periods 
of storage longe r than 4 months , however , resulted in a subs tanti al 
decrease in nutritive value . 
In conclus ion , it was found that di fferences exi s te d  in s tacks 
between harvesting methods and in s tacks us ing the s ame me thod of 
harves ting . Signi ficant di fferences in al l components were also seen 
between dates within the s ame  stack . The relationships found in this 
s tudy imply that great di fferences be u�een storage time and the 
component analys is o f  moisture occur wi thin the fi rs t  6 months o f  
. storage J after whicJ1 tine di fferences s ti ll occur but less noti ceab ly . 
Imm s eems to decrease at a cons tant rate during 11 months of s torage . 
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The forage components NDF , ADL , ADF ahd CMC generally increased in 4 
months of storage but increases were gradual and nearly linear through 
11 JJX)nths of  s torage . 
I t  was not possible at this time to make conclusions regarding 
forage quality as it  was affected by long periods of storage . It  was 
apparent from this study , however , that forage quali ty was reduced , 
especially after a period of 4 months storage , during whi ch  time 
-
decreases in quality were nearly linear for 11 months . Longer periods 
of s torage must be studied before all relationships between chemical 
parameters and nutritive value can be evaluated.  
Relationships Between I n  Vitro Dry Matter Digestibility and Other 
Oiemical Component Analyses Us ing Multiple Regress ion 
Future nutritive value s tudies may depend on simple chemical 
component analyses in combination with IVD1'ID methods to estab lish a 
more efficient forage evaluation procedure . This study was conducted 
to detennine which chemical component analyses ,  if any , contributed 
most significantly to the IVDMD method. With this inforrriation , analy� 
ses which do not explain signi ficant variabili ty in IVDMD can be 
deleted and additional selected component analys es can then be 
detennined and s tudied in relation to IVLMD. Eventually ,  the 
combination of analyses which best correlate to IVDMD can be used to 
increase the re lationship between in vivo and in vitro rrethods . 
Stepwise- Forward Multiple Regress ion .  The s tepwise- forward 
regression approach was used in this study. The procedure involved 
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the use of a dependent variab le ( IVU\ID) and seven independent variables 
(ADF , ADL , NDF , crude protein , Q.tc ,  ash and moisture ) . Multiple 
regress ion explains that proportion of the variability in a dependent 
variable which can be explained by one or more independent variables . 
The s tepwise- fonvard JTR.lltiple regression approach des cribes the 
component analys is (X) which explains most variability in the 
dependent variab le (Y) followed by the component analysis  which next 
explains most variability in Y ;  This proceeds with e ach independent 
variable tmti l the total variability of all independent variab les is  
explained. 
Results of  the stepwise regression of seven chemical component 
analyses on IVD�ID are shown in tab le 6 • 
The tab le indicates that , of the seven chemical component 
analyses made , ADL bes t explained the variability in IVnvID , 
contributing 30 . 1  % of the total variabili ty .  NDF explained 9 .  2 % of 
the total variability in IVDMD. A corrbination of ADL and NDF 
explained 39 . 3% and the first five component analyses explained 4 8 . 7% 
of the total variability .  
1b e  multiple regression analysis (table 7 )  illus trates that the 
first  five components cons isting of ADL , NDF , mois ture , crude protein 
and ash contributed si gnificantly (P<. 05)  to the regress ion , while 
QvfC and ADF did not . 
Ac;id-Detergent �i gnin. The chemical component analysis which 
best compared to IVIl'·ID was f 01.md to be ADL. This finding is 
cons istent with results obtained by other workers (Sulliva
n , 19 55 ;  
TABLE 6 . STEP\'fI SE- FORh'ARD mLTI PLE REGRESSIO:l OF SEVE� O iDUCAL 
ffi'IPC>.'iE'ITS Q.'{ IN � DRY �1-\TIER DIGESTIBI LI1Y 
Independent Proportion Total 
vari able a explained explained % t 
ADLb 30 . 1  30 . 1  
NDFb 9 . 2  39 . 3  
M'.:>isture 6 . 4  45 . 7  
. Crude protein 1. 4 47. 1 
Ash 1 . 6  48 . 7  
orf 0. 3 49 . 0  
ADiP o . o  49 . 0  . 
Total for all seven variables 49 . 0  
�ch independent vari3ble was regressed on IVD�ID. 
b.ADL = ac.i<l- de tergcnt l i gnin , NDF = n�utral detergent fiber , 
OC 111 Crampton and Maynard cel lulose and ADF = acid-dete rgent 
fiber. 
TABLE 7 . MJLTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYS IS 
Source df s 
IVIJ.ID 7 4016 . 71 
ADL 1 2467. 18 
NDF 1 756 . 46 
M:>isture 1 522 . 80 
. Crude protein 1 111.63 
Ash 1 129 . 14 
01: 1 2 5 . 4 8  
ADF 1 4 . 06 
Residual 258 4182 . 00 
* Signi ficant at the 5\  level . 
� 
573. 82 * 
246 7 . 1 8* 
756 . 46* 
522 . 80 * 
1 1 1 . 6 3* 
129 . 14* 
2 5 . 4 8  
4 . 06 
16 . 2 1 
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Kamstra et al . , 195 8) who explained the decreased digestibi lity as a 
result of increased lignin content . Joshi (19 72) also fm.md good 
correlation between IVD1'ID and ADL. The results of this s tudy did not 
totally agree with Richards et al . (195 8) who fotmd considerable 
variability within species of forage between ADL and digestibility 
values . Alfalfa contains a smaller ammm.t of holoce llulose than 
grasses . However ,  this fraction is more highly lignified and less 
diges tible in alfal fa. A greater proportion of the dry matter of 
alfal fa is , therefore , not influenced by lignin (Van Soes t , 1964) . 
The principal di fference between grasses and legumes l ies in the 
proportion of hemicellulose present . Grasses contain a higher 
proportion of hemicel lulose than legwres . TI1e maj or dis crepancy in 
using lignin in equations es timating nutritive value i s  related to 
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the determinati on of its cheinical makeup (Van Soest ,  1964) . It is 
difficult to obtain accurate and consistent results in lignin 
determination due to its di verse chemical s tructure . and the s eparation 
of protein from the lignin fraction . 
Neutral Detergent Fiber . NDF exp lained a s igni fi cant proportion 
of the variability · in Ivn\ID when combined with the lignin fraction . 
This is important because of the relationship between NDF and intake 
obse rved in some s tudies (Pri gge and Apgar , 19 73) , and i t  is thus far 
the individual chemi cal component analys is which mos t highly relates 
to intake . Results of this study show that NDF and ADL used in 
combination p redicted IVDMD to some extent. However ,  another report 
indicated better prediction of IVn\ID with (}1C or hemicel lulos e  than 
with NDF (Johns on and Pe zo , 19 73) . Results of the s tudy made in this 
laboratory do not agree with this report concerning the CMC fraction . 
Hemicellulose analyses were not made on the forage SaJl!Ples use d  in 
this study .  
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In certain gras ses , s ilica seems to decrease the digestib ility of 
ce ll-wall cons tituents by increasing structural s trength , but this is 
not the case in alfalfa (Van Soes t and Jones , 196 8) except in certain 
areas of hi gh s oi l  s i lica content . Silica determination of samples 
used in thi s s tudy was not made , therefore , any e ffect that s i lica may 
have had on the digestibi lity of these samples was not poss ib le· to 
determine . 
Moisture . 1he e ffect of mois ture on IVDMD depends upon the 
chemical procedure used to remove i t  prior to analysis . Browning and 
other heat damage e ffects are possib le at temperatures ab ove 50 C 
(Ely , � l l in and Moore , 1956) . The samples in this s tudy were dried 
at hi gher tempe ratures than 50 C. Therefore , browning may have 
occurred ,  whid1 may account for the correlation benveen mois ture and 
IVIMD observed in this study . I f  excess b ro\'Jlling occurred in this 
s tudy , it may have resulted in an underestimation of nutritive value . 
Crude Protein . Protein is not usually cons idered an i_mportant 
contributor in re gres sions for IVTh\fD because it is variab le when 
cons idering nitrogen ferti li zation (Butterworth and Diaz ,  19 70 ) . 
However , narrower vari ations pers is t  when nitrogenous ferti li ze rs are 
not used.  In this study , inclus ion o f  protein in the regress ion may 
have been possib le only because of the ab sence o f  nitrogen 
ferti li zation. 
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Ash . Ash content did contribute to the regression in this s tudy . 
However , inclus ion of this fraction at this time is o f  ques ti onab le 
value . Ash content may indicate spoi lage characteris ti cs o f  a feed and 
in this way may estimate the overall value of the feed. In the future , 
ash values might be indicative of nutri tive value when they relate to 
s torage of fee ds  longer than 1 year. 
Acid- Detergent Fiber and Crampton and Maynard Cel lulose .  lhe 
fib rous portions ADF and 01C did not contribute to the re gres sion 
equation , p robab ly because of the di verse nature of these components . 
ADF consis ts of ce llulose , lignin and ligni fied nitrogenous fractions 
which are , in themselves , diverse entities : These divers e  entities are 
believed to b e  responsible for the lav correlation obs erved between ADF 
and CMC with IVDM . TI1ese components us ually represent chemical 
complexes associated to a greater or lesser de gree with the ligni ­
fication in a feed. Prigge and Apgar (19 73) reported a s i gni ficant 
corre lation between ADP and at: when compared to intake but to a lesser 
degree than NDF. 
Regress ion Equations . Stepwise regression equations ob tained 
from this s tudy are found in table 8 . The re gression equation 
Y = 86 . 4  - 0 . 76 (ADL) - 0 . 34 (NDF) + 1 . 37 (moisture ) + 0 . 31 (crude protein) 
· - 0 . 5 4 (ash) includes all values which contributed s i gni ficantly to the 
re gression and is there fore the bes t nx>del re lating to IVU\ID found in 
TABLE 8 .  STEPWISE REGRESSION BE'IWEEN lli TIIBQ DRY MATIER DIGESTIBILI'IY AND Q-IEMI CAL  OOMPONENT 
A�ALYSES 
Relationship Regression equation 
!Vf)}.ID Lignin Y = 78 . 1 - 1 . 99 (L) a 
IVTh\ID NDF Y = 87 . 8  - 1 . 33 (L) - 0 . 25 8 (NDF) a 
I\TDJ\ID Mois ture Y = 85 . 9  - 0 . 66 (L) - 0 . 36 (NDF) + 1 . 25 (tv0 a 
IVD�ID Protein Y = 78. 2 - 0 . 79 (L) - 0 . 2 8 (NDF) + 1 . 20 (MJ + 0 . 26 (P) a 
IVUvID Ash Y = 86 . 4  - O .  76 (L) - 0 . 34 (NDF) + 1 . 37 (M) + 0 . 3l (P) - 0 � 54 (A)
a 
r 
0 . 549 
0 . 625  
0 . 6 73 
0 . 682 
0 . 692  
� = lignin , NDF = neutral detergent fiber , M = moisture , P = crude protein and A = ash . 
V1 00 
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this study . However ,  if  laboratory faci lities and time are important , 
the equation Y = 8 7 . 8 - l . 33 (ADL) - 0 . 2 5 8 (NDF) (r = 0 . 6 3) may be of 
practical s ignifi cance . 
�toisture , crude protein and ash added only 0 . 06 7  to the multiple 
correlation coeffi cient . 'Iberefore , the exclusion of these components 
did not affect the correlation cons iderably . Johnson and Pe zo ( 19 73) 
used leas t  squares regress ion on 370 observations of chemical 
compos ition values and fotmd tfie models Y = 117. 2 - 0 . 761 (ce llulose ) ,  
Y = 11 7 . 2 - l . 926 (pennanganate lignin) and Y = 11 7 . 2 - O . S 86 Q1emi­
cellulose )  effective in predi cting IVDMD (Y) of grasses . 
Nutritive Value Index Us ing � Regression Equation 
The NVI s tudy of Crampton et al . (1960)  combined re lative intake 
of a forage with the di ges tibi lity of its energy . Rel at ive intake of 
the forage was fotmd by first multiplying the metabol i c  s i ze of the 
animal (Wk�5) times 80 g to get expecte d "s tandard forage" intake . 
Relative intake was fotmd by dividing actual dai ly consumption by 
expected intake times 100 . This value times energy di ges tibility gave . 
a numerical value index for the forage which correlated wel l  with 
daily gain by animals in feeding trials . Donefer et al . (1960)  fot.md 
a correlation of r = 0 . 91 between this index and IVCD ; however , 
in cons is ten t  results occurred in the measurement o f  intake . ·  Likewise , 
a nutritive value index (Y) could be obtained us ing Imm (X) , but 
this would also result in inaccurate results for the same reason . 
It was proposed in this study that intake may be indirectly 
included in an index by cons idering the NDF value obtained in the 
multiple regres s ion mode l . NDF has been shown to correl ate quite 
wel l  with intake . This value , along with the ADL value whi ch was 
fotmd to correl ate well with IVJl.ID , would then be indi cative of 
nutritive value . 
To il lustrate this procedure the following outline is proposed : 
1 .  LCM , hypothetical analysis values of a ' 'perfect 
standard forage" are given to ADL and NDF. These 
values would indicate __ the bes t forage pos s ib le tmder 
nonnal condi tions . Values ob tained for ADL and NDF 
of an innnature al falfa were used as s tandard forage 
values . The values 3 .  O and 37.  0 %  for ADL and NDF, 
respectively , were used. 
2 .  The values 3 .  0 and 37 . 0 were subs titute d  in the 
re gres s ion mode l Y � 87 . S  - 1 . 33 �'\DL) - 0 . 25 8 (NDF) . 
1his mode l proved to be the mos t practi cal one 
obtained when al l possib le combinations of al l 
analyses made in this lab oratory were compared. 
The result of thi s step was : 
y = 87. 8 - 1 . 33 (3 . 0) - 0 . 2 5 8  (37 . 0 ) 
y = 87 . 8  - 1 3 . 54 
y = 74 . 26 
3 .  A value re lative to 100 would b e  more appropriate in 
a NVI s o  74 . 26 was divided by itself and t aken t imes 
100 . The result gave a value of 100 to the "perfect 
· standard forage . "  
�!:�� x 100 = 100 
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4 . 
.•. · 
Subs tituting ·mean ·--viilues of ADL and NDF·-· obtalned: : ... _· __ .
. 
_ 
-
from s tack 1 on the first (a) and third (b) 
collection dates we obtain : 
a. Staclc 1 �  collection 1 :  
y = 87 . 8 - 1 . 33 (7 . 0) - 0 . 258  (55 . 7) 
y = 87 . 8 - 23 . 7 
y = 64 . 1  
b.  Stack 1 ,  collection 3 :  
y = 8 7 . 8 � 1 . 33 (10 . 0) - 0 . 258  ( 70 . 0) 
y = 8 7 . 8 - 31 . 36 
y = 56 . 44 
5 .  NVI values relative to the standard forage was then 
calculated. 
a. 1'NI = 64 . 1  x 100 86 . 3  74.26 = 
b. NVI = 
56 . 44 
x 100 = 76 . 0  74 . 26 
IVD�ID values decreased approximately 22 . 5 ,  13 . S and 10 . 1  per­
centage units during a period of 1 year storage in stacks 1 ,  2 and 3 ,  
respectively . NV I  values for collections 1 , 2 and 3 i n  s tacks 1 ,  2 
and 3 decreased approximately 10 . 3 , 13 . 0 and 10 . 5  nutritive value 
tmi ts ,  respectively . 
The result of the �NI calculations above indicates a reduction of 
10 . 3  nutritive value units in the first year of s torage in stack 1 . 
IVllvfD during this same period indicated a reduction of 2 2 . S  percentage 
tuli ts in the same stack . Staples et al . (19 51)  reported that 3 years 
of storage did not affect nutritive value in hays cut at similar 
maturity in South Dakota. Results of this study showed that IV.DMD, 
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which is a good indicator of nutritive value , decreased s i gni ficant ly 
with storage time . This would disagree with the s tudy of Staples 
et al . (1951 ) . The NVI values ob tained in this s tudy were more 
cons istent than the IVIl\ID values , with a range of 2 .  7 NV! tm.its and 
12 . 4  percentage lllli ts , respectively. Apparently , ,  the large decrease 
in I\fl.X\ID observed in these s amples during 1 year of s torage is larger 
than actual di gestib i l i ty  values in actual feeding trials would 
-
indicate . Ass tuning this to be the case , the NVI figure , which is 
relatively higher than the IVDMD figure would be more indicative of 
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actual nutritive value . Furthe r  inves tigation of di fferences benveen 
IVDMD and NVI values and their re lation to actual in vivo diges tib il i -
ty data is necessary t o  obtain informution on th e  feas ibility cf t.�e 
NVI indi cated in this study. 
In conclus ion , it was fotmd that corrb ining several chemical 
component analyses us ing a step.vise - foIWard multiple regres sion 
equation s igni ficantly explained the variability ob tained in the IVIl\m 
trials conducted at this laboratory. It was found that the components 
ADL , NDF , moisture , crude protein and ash contributed to the regression 
equation , whi le Qv!C and ADF did not. It was als o  found that diverse 
chemical enti ties may not be valuab le predi ctors of f\Tn\ID due to 
variations whi ch  may e xist due to species differences , maturity or 
s torage of feeds tuffs . 
A poss ib le NVI , which accetmts for intake indirectly by inclus ion 
of NDF and increases the relationship to IVD�ID by including ADL , was 
reported in this s tudy . The use of a multiple regress ion model was 
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used in addition to average component values of ADL and NDF to obtain 
a relative NVI of forage . The WI seemed to be more appropriate in 
predicting in vivo digestibility than the s tandard I�ID procedure . 
NVI figures were relatively higher and more consistent than IVDrvID 
values obtained at this laboratory . 
This s tudy will enable future nutritive value pre di ctions using 
a combination of simple chemical component analys es . Future progress 
is dependent on additional selected components which might be included 
in these combinations . 
SUM.1ARY AND 0001CLUSIONS 
A s tudy was made to provide infonnation concerning e ffects o f  
s torage on certain chemical quality paraJTeters in two di fferent large 
hay packaging sys tem.5 . The intentions of this s tudy did not include 
comparis ons o f  di fferent packaging systems and thei r  abili ty to main­
tain quality as s torage time progressed. 1his would not have been 
poss ib le because of di fferences in location of the experinlental plots 
and because the machines were used in di fferent plots . Statis ti cal 
comparis ons us ing a di fferent machine in e ach o f  two different plots 
would produce invalid results . 
Results pertaining to the rate of change in e ach quali ty 
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component as time of s -r:orage incre ased were also reported. Ch6inical 
component analyses used in this s tudy were Imm , ADL , NDF , Ovl: , 
Mois ture , ash , ADF and crude protein. The results of all chemical 
analyses fotmd in this s tudy were used in a second study which 
incorporated these analyses to relative nutritive value o f  the forages .  
'Ille results o f  this study were based on 2 , 0 32 chemical component 
analyses made in this laboratory over a period o f  11 months . Com­
pos ites of s amples obtained in s imilar areas o f  the s ane  stack were 
made s o  that total analyses necess ary could be reduced. Comparis ons 
of differences in chemical composi tion at di fferent locations wi thin 
the sruoo stack were not made at this tine , howeve r ,  the compos i tion 
values obtained in this s tudy wi ll penni t comparisons o f  any 
separation o f  forage parts within stacks at a later date . 
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I t  was f0tm d  that s i gni ficant di fferences (P <. 05)  i n  a l l  chemical 
component values compared in these forages existed between s tacks and 
also be tween dates within the s ame  s tack . Larger di ffe rences seened 
to exis t between kinds of stacks than between s t acks m�de by the s ane 
machine . This di fference was attributed to di fferences whi ch  existed 
in forages between s tacks , s amp ling and analytical e rrors or non­
uni fonn dis tribution of plant species within s tacks . 
The di fferences whi ch  exis ted between dates within the s ame  s tack 
showed that the chemical compos ition o f  the forages changed s igni fi ­
cantly as time o f  storage increased. This change occurred as a result · 
of a percent increas e  in non-nutri tive components which indicated a 
decre ase in readi ly avail ab le nutrients . The decrease in nutritive 
value was partially dependent upon the mois ture content at the time 
of harves t .  
Si gni fi cant increases (P< . O S )  were observed i n  all ce l l  wal l 
materials be tween s tacks and between dates within the s ame  s tack 
throughout the s toring period. This was indicative o f  decreased 
quality .  The s tudy showed that forage quality was reduced throughout 
11 months of s torage but this reduction in quality occurred especial ly 
after a period of 4 months storage . 1he e ffect of longe r  periods of 
s torag� will be evaluated at a future date . 
The purpos e of the se cond obj ective was to include one or more of 
the chemical component analyses fotmd in the firs t s tudy in a 
regress i on equation whi ch would be indicative of the nutritive value 
of the forage s tudied in this report . 
It  was found that IVI»ID could be used to estimate nutritive 
value of a forage but certain restrictions were imposed on this value 
which decreased the accuracy of the system. This value did not take 
into consideration the voltmtary intake of the animal . 
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The chemical component NDF has been fmmd to relate to voltmtary 
intake in other studies , therefore ,· it was proposed that �lie us e  of 
this component plus the ADL component , in combination with IVIl\ID would 
indicate nutritive value of a £orage more accurately than the component 
IVDMD alone . 
Stepwise JTR.lltiple regression analys is was used to indicate that 
40 % of the vari abi lity in IVDMD could be explained by the components 
ADL and NDF. These components were used, along with IVD!\.ID in a 
multiple regression model , to es tablish a relative NV! which seemed 
to be more indicative of nutritive value than the IVJl..ID component 
alone . 
In conclusion , it would appear that the use of individual 
selected chemical components in addition to , or in corrb ination with 
IVIl\ID may in °tJlie future provide a means by whi ch  the nutritive value · 
of a forage may be evaluated without tedious and expensive in vivo 
diges tibility tri als . 
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